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SPEAKING DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST
S_DIR_B

Speaking

Section Directions

In this section of the test, you will be able to demonstrate your ability to speak 
about a variety of topics. You will answer six questions by speaking into the 
microphone. Answer each of the questions as completely as possible.

In some questions, you will speak about familiar topics. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to speak clearly and coherently about the topics.

In other questions, you will first read a short text. Then, the text will go away and 
you will listen to a talk on the same topic. You will then be asked a question about 
what you have read and heard. You will need to combine appropriate information 
from the text and the talk to provide a complete answer. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to speak clearly and coherently and on your ability to 
accurately convey information.

In the final questions, you will listen to part of a conversation or lecture. You 
will then be asked a question about what you have heard. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to accurately convey information and speak clearly and 
coherently.

You may take notes while you read and while you listen to the conversations and 
lectures. You may use your notes to help prepare your response. Listen carefully to 
the directions for each question. The directions will not be written on the screen.

For each question you will be given a short time to prepare your response. A clock 
will show how much preparation time is remaining. When the preparation time is 
up, you will be told to begin your response. A clock will show how much response 
time is remaining. A message will appear on the screen when the response time 
has ended.
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Questions 1-6

Question 1
Read the question. You have 15 seconds to plan a response and 45 seconds to give your 
spoken response.

Who is someone living that you admire? Describe this person and explain why you 
admire him or her. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.

Question 2
Read the question. You have 15 seconds to plan a response and 45 seconds to give your 
spoken response.

Some people take vacations that are very relaxing and are not filled with many 
activities. Other people take very exciting vacations where they do many new things. 
Which do you think is a better way to spend a vacation and why? Use specific exam
ples and details to support your answer.

Question 3
Read the notice from the Humanities Department about a new policy. You have 45 seconds 
to read the notice.

Notice from the Humanities Department 
Because so many students have been registering for classes in the 
Humanities Department for which they have not fulfilled the prerequisites, 
the faculty committee of the Humanities Department has decided that a new 
policy will go into effect for the coming semester. This new policy, which was 
instituted by a unanimous vote of the faculty committee of the Humanities 
Department, is that all students who want to register for courses other than 
introductory courses in the Humanities Department must obtain signatures 
from their advisors before registering for these courses. It is the responsibility 
of advisors to determine if students have completed appropriate prerequisites 
before authorizing enrollment in courses.

Now listen to two students as they discuss the notice.

SPEAKING

Now answer the following question:

The woman expresses her opinion of the notice from the Humanities Department. 
State her opinion and the reasons she gives for holding that opinion.

You have 30 seconds to prepare an answer. After the 30 seconds, you have 60 seconds to 
respond to the question.
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Question 4
Read the passage about nonverbal communication. You have 45 seconds to read the passage.

Nonverbal communication is any kind of communication that takes place without 
the use of words. It can refer to facial expressions such as smiling or frowning; it 
can refer to movements of the head such as nodding the head to show agreement 
or shaking it to show disagreement; it can refer to hand gestures such as offering 
the hand to shake in greeting or waving the hand to say “hello” or “good-bye.” 
Nonverbal communication can also refer to a whole host of other ways of 
communicating without words inasmuch as nonverbal communication is limited 
only by exclusion: it is any type of communication without words. Communication 
is verbal if words are used; it is nonverbal if words are not used.

093
Listen to a passage on the same topic in a psychology class. ^»)

094
Now answer the following question: ^>))

Explain how the examples of nonverbal communication given by the professor illus
trate limitations of this type of communication.

You have 30 seconds to prepare an answer. After the 30 seconds, you have 60 seconds to 
respond to the question.

Question 5 „<»5
Listen to a conversation between two students. ^>))

096
Now answer the following question:

The students discuss two possible solutions to the woman's problem. Describe the prob
lem. Then explain which of the two solutions you prefer and explain why.
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Question 6
097

Now listen to part of a lecture in a biology class. ^»)

Now answer the following question:

Using points and examples from the lecture, explain how it was proven that bats use 
echolocation.

Turn to pages 599-609 to assess the skills used in the test, score the test 
using the Speaking Scoring Criteria, and record your results.

SPEAKING
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SPEAKING OVERVIEW
The third section on the TOEFL iBT® test is the Speaking section. It takes approximately 20 
minutes to complete this section of the test, and you will be asked to respond to six ques
tions. You will speak into a microphone and your response will be recorded and sent to 
specially trained raters to be scored. Each question will be graded on a scale of 0 to 4, and 
then the total score will be scaled to a score of 30 so that the Speaking section is worth the 
same total points as the Reading, Listening, and Writing sections, (see Scoring for details).

Each of the speaking questions is different and you will use different strategies for each 
question. There are six questions: two independent questions and four integrated questions. 
Two of the integrated questions combine reading and listening with speaking, and the other 
two integrated questions combine listening with speaking.

• The two independent questions each consist of a question to be answered using 
ideas from your personal experience rather than from material that is given to you.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Preparation 
Time

i

Response 
Time

Question 1: Free- 
choice Response

Form your own answer based on 
the question and explain why you 
chose it, using examples from 
your personal experience.

15 seconds 45 seconds

Question 2: Paired- 
choice Response

Choose one answer from two 
possible actions, situations, 
or opinions presented in the 
question and explain the reasons 
for your choice, using examples 
from your personal experience.

15 seconds 45 seconds

• The two reading, listening, and speaking integrated questions each consist of 
a reading passage, a listening passage, and a question that asks how the ideas in 
the two passages are related.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Reading 
Time

Listening 
Time

Preparation 
Time

Response 
Time

Question 3:
Campus-based 
Announcement 
—Opinion

Describe the opinion 
of one of the speakers 
concerning a campus 
announcement and 
explain the reasons the 
speaker gives for the 
opinion.

45-50 
seconds

60-90 
seconds

30 seconds 60 seconds

Question 4: 
Academic 
Setting— 
Concept/ 
Example 
(General/ 
Specific)

Explain how specific 
examples concerning 
two or three points 
made by the lecturer 
illustrate a general 
concept described in a 
short academic reading 
passage.

45-50 
seconds

60-90 
seconds

30 seconds 60 seconds
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The two listening and speaking integrated questions each consist of a longer 
listening passage and a question that asks you to summarize the key point.

Speaking
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

1
Listening 

Time
Preparation 

Time
Response 

Time

Question 5: 
Campus-based 
Problem/ 
Recommendation 
(Solution)

Explain the problem 
described by one or 
both of the speakers 
in the conversation. 
Choose one solution 
or recommendation 
from the two or more 
that are discussed 
and give reasons or 
examples to support 
your choice.

60-90 seconds 20 seconds 60 seconds

Question 6: 
Academic 
Setting— 
Summary

Summarize the 
main points of a 
short lecture on an 
academic subject, 
using supporting 
details or examples 
from the lecture to 
illustrate the main 
points.

116-2 minutes 20 seconds 60 seconds

Scoring the Speaking Section

On the TOEFL iBT® test, all of your responses for the Speaking section will be recorded and 
sent to trained raters for scoring. Each response will be scored from 0 to 4. Then the total 
scores for each question will be added together and scaled to give you a score for the Speaking 
section from 0 to 30, as is done with each of the other three sections on the TOEFL iBT® test.

Each response you record will be scored holistically, meaning that the overall effectiveness of 
your response will be evaluated. The raters will be evaluating your response in three areas: 
fluency, language, and development.

Fluency:
The raters will evaluate how smoothly and clearly you give your response. A good response 
will have a steady, natural flow of speech, without long pauses and with natural pacing. The 
pronunciation will be understandable, with intonation, rhythm, and sounds that are natural 
in English. There may be an accent, but it will not interfere with the comprehensibility of the 
response. On the other hand, a fair or poor response may have long pauses or pronuncia
tion that is not natural in English. In addition, there will not be a good flow of ideas, or the 
response may be hard to understand because of incorrect intonation and unclear articulation.

Language:
How well you use English to convey ideas will be evaluated. This includes using correct 
grammar and appropriate vocabulary. A good response will accurately use a variety of lan
guage structures, from basic to complex, and grammar to clearly express ideas, whether per
sonal ideas or ideas paraphrased from the reading and listening passages. It will use vocabu
lary that is appropriate to the topic and to spoken, academic English. There may be a few 
small grammar or vocabulary usage errors, but these will not make it hard to understand the 
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response. On the other hand, a fair or poor response will occasionally or often have grammar 
or vocabulary mistakes that make it difficult to understand the ideas in the response.

Development:
Development means how well you organize your ideas into a coherent answer. It is evalu
ated differently in the independent questions, where you give your own ideas, and the inte
grated questions, where you relate ideas from the reading and listening passages. In both 
cases, however, it includes the organization of your response. A good response is organized 
in a way that makes it easy to understand the ideas and how they connect to each other. It 
uses transitional language that shows, for example, whether the ideas expressed are exam
ples, reasons, or new ideas. On the other hand, a fair or poor response sounds somewhat or 
very disorganized and ideas are disconnected from each other.

In the independent responses (Questions 1 and 2), the clarity of your supporting ideas is 
evaluated as part of development. A good answer will be organized and coherent, but it 
will also use examples and reasons that help the listener understand why you have chosen 
a particular response. On the other hand, a fair or poorly developed response might sound 
repetitive, give only lists of reasons without connections or transitions, or otherwise fail to 
use supporting ideas to explain why you have chosen a specific response.

In the integrated responses (Questions 3 to 6), the accuracy of the information you relate is 
evaluated as part of development. A response that earns a good score will accurately sum
marize the important information from the passages to clearly answer the question in the 
time allowed. On the other hand, a fair or poor response will present ideas from the pas
sages in a way that does not clearly and accurately show how the ideas are connected, or it 
may leave out information that is important to fully answer the question.

If your response accurately answers the question and is easy to understand, it will receive a 
better score. If there are occasional places where the listener gets confused because of accent, 
language mistakes, or disorganization, or if the information you convey has slight inaccura
cies or small omissions, your response will be rated as fair. On the other hand, if there are 
major problems in any of these areas, your response will be rated as poor.

To score well in the Speaking section, find activities and exercises that will help you practice 
all of the three aspects on which you will be evaluated. Speak, read, and listen to academic 
and everyday English regularly to improve overall fluency, grammar, and vocabulary. Prac
tice summarizing and paraphrasing conversations and academic passages to improve your 
ability to use English to clearly communicate ideas in an organized way. Study and practice 
the grammar, language structures, and pronunciation points presented in this chapter to 
improve your use of language and accent. Familiarize yourself with the expectations for the 
different questions so that you can concentrate on giving clear, accurate, organized responses 
on the day of the exam.

There are various strategies and tips that can help you get a high score on the speaking 
responses. Some strategies, such as using transitional language and English rhythm patterns 
should be practiced thoroughly before you plan to take the TOEFL iBT® test. Trying to use new 
strategies for the first time on the test could result in mistakes in responses, which are not clear 
to the raters. Other strategies, such as answering the question directly in your first introduc
tory statement, can immediately improve your response. You should practice all of the skills 
presented in this book before you take the test in order to ensure that you record your best 
answers on the day of the test. Finally, as always, the best way to improve fluency and evalu
ate the clarity of your speaking is to find opportunities to talk with native English speakers.
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Because each of the speaking questions is different, there are different strategies for each one.

The following strategies can help you on the Independent questions in the Speaking section.

STRATEGIES FOR AN INDEPENDENT SPEAKING 
QUESTION (QUESTION 1 AND QUESTION 2)
1. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every test are the same, so it is not 

necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test. You 
should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test. You can 
use the time given for the directions to prepare charts for taking notes and organizing 
your responses, or you can click on IContinue] to dismiss the directions.

2. Read the question carefully, and answer the question exactly as it is asked. The 
question will ask your opinion on a familiar subject and ask for reasons and examples 
that support your opinion or choice. Quickly select a response and think of reasons and 
examples that explain your opinion or choice.

3. Organize your response. Use the preparation time to quickly write down a few reasons 
and examples using abbreviations and symbols. These will help you remember your 
ideas and will guide the organization of your response. Prepare an introductory 
sentence that directly answers the question.

4. Support your opinion with specific examples. Avoid giving lists of reasons or long 
descriptions. Concentrate on giving specific examples from your personal experience 
that show why you have chosen a particular opinion.

5. Use useful language and transitions to make your response cohesive. Your response 
will be easier to understand if you show how the ideas in your response are related 
using transitions.

6. Use vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical points that you know and are 
comfortable with. Although using advanced grammar and vocabulary correctly will help 
raise your score, it is equally important that your answer be clear and fluent. Using 
language you are not comfortable with can result in pauses or mistakes that interfere 
with your natural expression of ideas.

7. Speak clearly and use natural, English-language rhythm patterns. It is better to speak 
clearly so that you can be understood than to race through your response so that you 
will be able to say more. Use appropriate pauses, intonation, and stress to highlight 
important points and transitions.

8. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar 
indicates how much time you have to prepare and complete your response. Adjust your 
response, to make it shorter or longer, based on how much time remains.

The following strategies can help you on the reading, listening, and speaking integrated 
questions in the Speaking section.
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“----------------- —------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------

STRATEGIES FOR AN INTEGRATED SPEAKING 
QUESTION (QUESTION 3 AND QUESTION 4: READING, 
LISTENING, AND SPEAKING)
1. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every test are the same, so it is 

not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test. 
You can use the time given for the directions to prepare.charts for taking notes and 
organizing your responses, or you can click on Continue to dismiss the directions.

2. Do not worry if the material in the integrated question is on a topic that is not 
familiar to you. All of the information that you need to plan your response is included 
in the passages. You do not need any special background knowledge to answer the 
questions.

3. Read the passage carefully The text will disappear after 45 seconds, and you cannot 
read it again. It will provide background information for the listening passage that 
follows.

4. Take abbreviated notes on the reading passage. As you are reading the passages, 
briefly write down a few key words, reasons, or characteristics. Use abbreviations and 
symbols, and do not try to write down every detail.

5. Listen carefully to the passage. You will hear the passage one time only. Listen for two 
or three main points and try to determine how the listening passage connects to what 
you have just read.

6. Take abbreviated notes as you listen to the spoken material. The speaker(s) will 
address two or sometimes three major points and give reasons or examples to illustrate 
these points. Try to note key information to help you organize your response. Do not 
try to write down everything you hear.

7. Read and listen to the question carefully. Even if you are familiar with the question 
type, read the question carefully to make sure you understand what the question is 
asking you to do. You must address all parts of the question to receive a high score.

8. Use the preparation time wisely to organize your response. You will have 30 seconds 
to look at your notes and make connections between points made in the reading and 
listening passages. Decide the order in which you will discuss the major points and how 
much time you have for each one. If you find it useful, mark your notes with lines and 
numbers to guide your response.

9. Deliver your response in a concise and organized manner. Your introductory statement 
should address the question asked. Follow your plan to discuss all of the points that 
the question is asking. Do not give too many details. Give only enough detail so
that someone who had not listened to or read the passages would understand your 
response.

10. Use useful language and transitions to make your response cohesive. Your response 
is easier to understand if you use useful language correctly and show how the ideas in 
your response are related by using transitions.

11. Use vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical points that you know and are 
comfortable with. Although using advanced grammar and vocabulary correctly will help 
your score, it is equally important that your answer be clear and fluent. Using language 
you are not comfortable with can result in pauses or mistakes that interfere with your 
natural expression of ideas.
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12. Speak clearly and steadily with natural English language intonation and stress 
patterns. If you speak too quickly, the raters may have difficulty understanding your 
response. On the other hand, if you pause often and for long periods of time, your 
answer will sound less fluent. Practice English stress patterns and intonation before you 
take the test and use them to make your response easier to understand.

13. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. Adjust your 
response in order to be able to discuss all of the points that the question asks in the 
time remaining.

The following strategies can help you on the listening and speaking integrated questions in 
the Speaking section.

STRATEGIES FOR AN INTEGRATED SPEAKING 
QUESTION (QUESTION 5 AND QUESTION 6: 
LISTENING AND SPEAKING)
1. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every test are the same, so it is not 

necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test. You 
can dismiss the directions by clicking on iContinuel

2. Do not worry if the material in the integrated question is on a topic that is not 
familiar to you. All of the information that you need to plan your response is included 
in the listening passages. Preparing for the exam by reading and listening to a variety 
of English materials may help you understand the passage; however, you will not need 
any special background knowledge in order to give your response.

3. Listen carefully to the passage. You will hear the passage one time only. Be familiar 
with the question types and the likely organization of the conversation or lecture you 
will hear. Listen for two or three main ideas and examples or reasons that support the 
main ideas.

4. Take organized abbreviated notes as you listen to the spoken material. Take brief 
notes on the main points using a chart or organized outline based on the question you 
are answering. For Question 5 you will be noting suggestions or opinions and reasons, 
but for Question 6 you will be noting the topic, main ideas, and supporting examples.

5. Read and listen to the question carefully. You should be familiar with the type of 
question that will probably be asked, but the question may be slightly different from 
what you expect. Make sure you understand the question and exactly what points you 
must address to fully answer it.

6. Use the preparation time to organize your response. You have 20 seconds to decide 
which points you must make in your response and how much time to spend on each 
point. If you find it helpful, number the points in your notes to help guide your response.

7. Deliver your response in a concise and organized manner. Using your notes as a guide, 
address all of the main points asked by the question. Give only enough details so that 
someone who had not listened to the conversation or lecture would understand your 
response. You will receive a higher score for a simple, organized answer that addresses 
everything that the question asks than for a response with many unnecessary details 
that does not fully answer the question.

8. Use transitions and intonation to make your response cohesive. Use transitional 
phrases to show how the ideas in your response are related. Practicing English 
pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation can help make your answer more understandable 
to the raters.
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9. Use vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical points that you know and are 
comfortable with. Although using advanced grammar and vocabulary correctly will help 
your score, it is equally important that your answer be clear and fluent. Using language 
you are not comfortable with can result in pauses or mistakes that interfere with your 
natural expression of ideas.

10. Speak clearly and steadily. You should be familiar with the speed at which you can 
speak steadily and still be understood. Adjust the amount of detail in your responses 
based on a speaking pace that is comfortable for you.

11. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. Adjust your 
response in order to be able to address all of the major points that the question 
requires in the time remaining.

SPEAKING SKILLS
The following skills will help you to implement these strategies in the Speaking section of 
the TOEFL iBT® test.

SPEAKING QUESTIONS 1 AND 2:
INDEPENDENT SPEAKING QUESTIONS
There are two independent speaking questions. Both questions will be about general topics, 
and they will ask you to express your opinion. They will also ask you to give reasons and 
examples from your personal experience to support your choice. You will have 15 seconds to 
think of reasons and examples and to plan your response. You will then have 45 seconds to 
record your response. A clock on the screen will count down the 15 seconds of preparation 
time and another will count down the response time. You must answer the question clearly 
and give examples that support your ideas in order to receive a high score.

SPEAKING QUESTION 1: FREE-CHOICE RESPONSE
The first of these two independent speaking questions is the free-choice response. This ques
tion will generally ask about a person, place, event, or object that is familiar to you. There is 
no single right answer to this question—you should choose an answer that you can support 
with reasons and examples from your own life. You must choose an answer and quickly 
think of examples during the 15 seconds of preparation time. Then you should give a fluent, 
organized response in 45 seconds.

Speaking
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Preparation 
Time

Response 
, Time

Question 1: Free- 
choice Response

Form your own answer 
based on the question 
and explain why 
you chose it, using 
examples from your 
personal experience.

15 seconds 45 seconds
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Speaking Skill 1: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE FREE-CHOICE
RESPONSE TO SPEAKING QUESTION 1

In this question you will hear and see a question. Then a clock labeled "Preparation Time" 
will appear on the screen and count down from 15 seconds.

The first step in Speaking Question 1 is to understand the question. You must determine 
what the question is asking you to do, so you can plan your response. The question may 
be phrased in different ways. It may ask you what you enjoy or think is important, or it 
may ask about something you do not enjoy. It may ask you what advice you would give a 
friend about a specific problem or issue, or it may ask you to choose from several options. 
Nevertheless, the question will always ask for your opinion and for reasons or examples to 
support that opinion.

Study the following question.

Example Question 1A
What is the most important quality in a good neighbor? Give specific reasons and examples 
to support your ideas.

As you read this question, you should quickly determine that you must choose one impor
tant quality you think a good neighbor should have. Then you should give reasons or exam
ples to explain why you think this quality is important. Quickly write down a few ideas as 
notes. You will have 15 seconds before you speak to plan your ideas.

Study the following notes for planning the response to the question, which include symbols 
and abbreviations.

NOTES (Example Question 1A):

Ans (answer): consideration

R. (reasokv):

ex (example):

respect

mom's neighlors 
cisuaL cp4et
when-party, tell—x (iv>t) upset 
nice— shovei snow 4 mom

PLAN (Example Question 1 A):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the information that states your answer 
to the question, reasons that support your answer, and specific examples that support your 
answer.
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1. Find the information that states your answer to the question from the notes.
ANS: consideration

Use this information to give an introductory sentence that will directly answer the question 
by stating that the most important quality of a good neighbor is consideration.

2. Find the information that states the reason(s) that supports your answer.
R: respect

After you have stated the answer to the question, use the reason for choosing it from your 
notes, that it is a way to show respect, to support your answer and form the next part of the 
response.

3. Find the specific examples in your notes that support the answer you chose.
EX: mom's neiyhbrs izsizaL quiet when party, tell—X upset 

nice—shovel snow 4 mom

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by supporting 
your answer with examples from your own personal experience.

Look at another example that asks you to choose from 
several options something you would not enjoy.

Example Question 1B
Which of the following activities would you probably 
NOT enjoy spending most of the day doing: shopping 
at a mall, hiking in the mountains, playing video games 
with friends, or relaxing at home alone? Use reasons and 
details to support your response.

Notice that abbreviations (shortened 
words) and symbols are used so that 
the speaker does not have to write 
down a lot in the notes. You are the 
only one who has to understand your 
notes, so write only enough to help 
you remember the points you want to 
make when giving your response. See 
the note taking section on pp. xxii-xxv.

When you read this question, you should understand
that you have to describe something you do NOT enjoy.
You are given four different activities to choose from and you must give reasons and details 
to explain why you would not enjoy doing one of these activities for a day.

Study the following notes for planning the response below.

NOTES (Example Question IB):

ANS: X home alone

R.: Like ppi (people) (w/friends)

EX: 1st tv, later bored, want 2 tall? 
like 2 get out, Interact 
home = lonely, restlss
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PLAN (Example Question IB):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the information that states your answer 
to the question, reasons that support your answer, and specific examples that support your 
answer:

1. Find the information that states your answer to the question from the notes (remember it's 
a negative question about something you would not enjoy doing).
ANS: atom

Use this information to give an introductory sentence that will directly answer the question 
by stating which of the activities you would not enjoy; spending the day at home alone.

2. Find the information that states the reason(s) that supports your answer.
r.: Like -p-pL (peo-ple) (w/frijMfc)

After you have stated the answer to the question, use the reason for choosing it from your 
notes, that you like people and being with friends, to support your answer and form the 
next part of the response.

3. Find the specific examples in your notes that support the answer you chose.
6X: 1st tv, Later bored, want 2 talte

Like 2 get oizt, interact 
home = Lonely, restLss

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by supporting 
your answer with examples from your own personal experience (e.g., when home alone, 
you get bored just watching television and want to talk and interact with others so you 
aren't lonely or restless).

Quickly thinking of reasons and examples to support your opinion can be challenging for 
some students, so you should practice coming up with examples quickly while you are pre
paring for the test. Think of your favorite places, people you like, or memorable events, for 
example. You should ask yourself why you think a specific way about something, and what 
you have experienced that influences how you feel about it. For instance, if you admire your 
uncle because he is patient, then give an example of when he demonstrated this patience. If 
you would not enjoy a vacation on a cruise ship, think of the activities on a ship you would 
not like and why they would make you feel unhappy. If your favorite place to go is the 
beach because your friends are there, describe what you do and how you feel when you are 
there. In order to come up with good support, think of examples that will clearly show the 
raters what you mean.
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The following chart outlines the key information for using the 15 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for Speaking Question 1.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE FREE-CHOICE RESPONSE

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read each question carefully and decide what you must do to fully 
answer it.

CHOOSE A 
RESPONSE

Quickly choose a response you can support with reasons or examples from 
your own experience.

GIVE REASONS 
AND SPECIFIC 
EXAMPLES

Base the number of points you will include in your response on how fast 
you can deliver your answer. If you can speak fluently and clearly, you 
can give more than one reason or example. If you speak slowly, give one 
reason and support it with one or two specific examples.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 1: For each of the following questions, prepare a plan that shows the 
reasons and examples that you will include in your response. On the actual TOEFL iBT® test, 
you have only 15 seconds to write ideas and plan your response. While doing these practice 
exercises, time yourself and try to increase the speed at which you can think of reasons and 
examples.

The first question has a plan to show you an example of a question type that asks you to 
give advice to a friend about a problem or a specific issue. The notes (underlined) use many 
symbols and abbreviated words because the speaker does not have much time to write many 
words. He has written only enough to remind himself of the ideas he wants to use when he 
gives the response. The notes are explained in parentheses so that you can understand what 
they mean. When you write your notes, they should look similar to what is underlined. Use 
them to remind yourself of ideas and to help you organize your response.

1. Imagine that a friend asks you for advice on how to learn English. Indicate what advice 
you would give to your friend and explain the reasons you would give this advice.

ANS: •practice (Tine best way to Learrv English is to practice it.)

R: pt = commix w (The point of learning a Language is to communicate.)

EX: speaks t fluency (By practicing speaking, you increase fluency.)
—spoke w/.Ss, Eng club (when I was learning English, I spoke with 
other students; went to an English club.)

listen, read (you should also practice listening and reading.) 
—tv = ev-day Eiv» T (watching tv programs helped me learn 
everyday English to c.oMuu.n,lc,ate better. On tv, i often heard . . . ) 
—read Eno; news - Tvocab, cult (Reading the news in English 
improved my vocabulary and helped me understand the culture.)

2. Who has helped you the most to get where you are today, and how has that person 
helped you? Use specific examples to support your response.

ANS:

R_:

EX:
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3. What is a place you go to often and that you enjoy? Describe the place and explain why 
you like it. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

ANS:

R:

EX:

4. Describe an activity that you have to do regularly but do NOT enjoy doing. Explain the 
reasons the activity is not enjoyable for you, using examples and details to support your

5. What is your favorite day of the year? Describe it and explain why it is your favorite day. 
Use examples and details to support your response.

6. What kind of movie do you NOT enjoy watching: an action movie, a horror movie, a 
science-fiction movie, a drama or art film, for example? Explain why you do not enjoy 
this type of movie using reasons and examples from your personal experience.

ANS:

R:

EX:

7. What advice would you give someone who is moving to your city from another country? 
What do you think are the most important things for this person to know and why? Use 
specific examples to support your response.

ANS:

R:

EX:
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8. Describe a time in your life when you made an important decision. Explain the decision 
and the reasons you believe it was important. Give reasons and details to support your 
response.

9. Think of a purchase you regret making. (A purchase is a thing or a service that you buy.) 
Describe the purchase and explain why you think it was a bad idea.

10. If you were going to rent an apartment in a good location, would you place the most 
importance on the qualities of the building (for example, an elevator, a place to exercise, 
or a pool), on the apartment (for example, lots of light, wood floors, or carpeting), or 
simply on price and size? Use reasons and examples to support your response.

ANS:

R.:

EX:

Speaking Skill 2: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE FREE-CHOICE
RESPONSE TO SPEAKING QUESTION 1

After you have planned your response, you need to record it into the microphone. In order 
for the raters to understand your response, you should speak clearly and steadily. Do not 
pause for long periods, and do not speak too quickly, or the raters may not be able to under
stand you. While you are giving your response, watch the time. You can add more examples 
if there is time, but it is probably better not to include a planned example rather than to try 
to speak very quickly to add more information. Speaking too quickly can cause you to make 
more pronunciation and grammar mistakes. In summary, adjust your plan and the number 
of points you give to the speed at which you are comfortable speaking, not the reverse.

When you are delivering your response for Speaking Question 1, you should keep several 
strategies in mind:

• Start with an introductory statement first, which directly answers the question.

• Give a reason for your answer, using your notes and your plan as a guide.

• Support your answer with specific examples from your personal experience.
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• Keep track of the time and adjust your answer accordingly to add or omit infor
mation.

• Use transitions, appropriate intonation, and pauses to make your answer cohe
sive and easier to understand.

Look at the plan based on the notes for the response to Example Question 1A. Then, look at 
and listen to a sample response based on the plan.

Example Question 1A
What is the most important quality in a good neighbor? Give specific reasons and examples 
to support your ideas.

PLAN (Example Question 1A):

Answer: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for 
the response that states your answer.
consideration

Reason: State the reason for the answer.
respect

Examples: Use this part of plan to form the rest of your response to the 
question by giving examples from your personal experience to support 
your answer.
mom's neiqhlors usual quiet when party, tell—X upset

nice—shovel snow 4 mom

SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 1A): S|>))

For me, the most important quality a good neighbor can have is consideration. 
Consideration means doing nice things for your neighbor and not doing annoying 
things. The reason being considerate is so important is that it’s the way to show 
respect for your neighbor. I think that’s the most important thing for helping 
people get along with each other. For example, my mom’s neighbors are really 
considerate. They’re usually quiet, but if they do have parties, they always tell my 
mom before they do. That way she doesn’t get upset because she knows it’ll be 
noisy. They also do nice things for her, like shovel the snow away from the front of 
her house. And if she goes out of town, they watch her house for her.

You should notice that the first statement in the response answers the question. The reason 
that the speaker chose consideration is given, and it is illustrated with specific examples from 
the speaker's experience. The speaker follows her plan, but decides to add another example 
in the response (And if she goes out of town, they watch her house for her.). This response does 
not have a concluding sentence; a concluding sentence is not necessary for a high score. It is 
better to spend time on a good example or explanation than on a concluding sentence. Tran
sitions and useful language (highlighted) are used to show how the points in the response 
are related to each other and to the main idea.

Now look at the plan based on the notes for the response to Example Question IB. Then, 
look at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.
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Example Question 1B

Which of the following activities would you probably NOT enjoy spending most of the day 
doing: shopping at a mall, hiking in the mountains, playing video games with friends, or 
relaxing at home alone? Use reasons and details to support your response.

PLAN (Example Question IB):

Answer: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for 
the response that states your answer.
x how aLokte

Reason: State the reason for the answer.
like -p-pL

Examples: Use this part of plan to form the rest of your response to the 
question by giving examples from your personal experience to support 
your answer.
1st tv, Inter loored, wauvt 2 tfllte

litee 2 get out, interact

horue = lorvely, restlss

100
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question IB):

Of all these activities, I would not enjoy spending a day at home alone. That’s 
because I like being with other people. I like doing things with friends, but a whole 
day at home alone would not be fun. I could watch TV for a while, but I get bored 
after a few hours alone, and I want someone to talk to. Plus, I like to get out of 
my house. I like to walk around and have contact with other people. On the other 
hand, if I’m home alone all day, I feel lonely and restless, not happy.

This response answers the question in an introductory statement. It gives the reason and 
then examples of how the speaker feels when he is at home alone, following his plan for 
the response. The response includes useful language and transitions (highlighted) to show 
how ideas in the response are connected. This response has a concluding sentence that sum
marizes how the speaker feels about being home alone. Although it is not necessary to have 
a conclusion, if you have a few seconds left and no more examples, you might consider 
adding one sentence that summarizes the response.

While you practice before taking the TOEFL iBT® test, time and evaluate your own 
responses. If possible, record yourself. Practice giving opinions, reasons, and examples using 
transitions, and practice features of natural English pronunciation. This will help you to 
build fluency and become familiar with how many points you can include in the response 
time given.
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The following chart outlines the key information for using the 45 seconds allowed to make 
your response for Speaking Question 1.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE FREE-CHOICE RESPONSE

START WITH AN 
INTRODUCTION

Start your response with an introduction that directly answers the question.

GIVE REASONS 
FROM YOUR PLAN

Give reasons that you can support with specific exampies. Use your plan 
to help guide your response, but consider adjusting your response if you 
think of new examples.

USE EXAMPLES 
FROM YOUR 
EXPERIENCE

You should give specific examples from your personal experience to 
show why you chose your answer. Do not give lists or long descriptions. 
Concentrate on using brief, but relevant examples to illustrate one or two 
reasons.

BE AWARE OF 
TIMING

As you speak, you should keep track of the time and adjust your response 
to make sure you fully answer the question. A concluding sentence is not 
necessary, but you might consider adding one if you have some time 
remaining.

The useful language and pronunciation tips below can help you make your response easier 
to understand. Practice this language and these tips in the weeks before you take the TOEFL 
iBT® test.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

Practice using key structures in the weeks before you take the TOEFL iBT® test until you are 
comfortable and fluent with them. This way you can use them naturally when you give your spoken 
answers on the test. Although you should use more formal transitions in your writing, the language 
given in these boxes is what will sound natural in a spoken response.

To give reasons:
The reason (that) + subject + verb ... + is that. ..
That's because
First of all/For one thing.
The reason the kitchen is my favorite room is that it's . . .
I hate dusting furniture. That's because it's boring.
My favorite food is sushi. First of all/For one thing, it's healthy.

To add more points:
Another reason/example . . . is/was . . .
Plus . . .
In addition . . .
Subject + (auxiliary/be verb) + also + verb
Another example of when speaking Spanish was useful was . . .
My uncle encouraged me to study. Plus he read to me a lot.
You can also ask questions more easily. They also have more . . .

To give examples:
For example. For instance
(noun/noun phrase), like/such as + noun(s)
Like ... (informal) OR What I mean is . . .
We saw a lot of beautiful places. For example, we visited . ..
There are a lot of sports I enjoy playing like soccer, tennis, or biking.
He was consistent. Like he made everyone obey the same rules.
He was consistent. What I mean is he made everyone obey the same rules.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: 
Using pauses and intonation to mark transitions.

Some features of English pronunciation can greatly affect how well a listener will understand your 
response. These suggestions will introduce some of these features and give tips on how to make 
your speaking sound more natural to an English speaker. You can find more information and 
practice for these pronunciation features on the Internet.

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

Pauses can indicate changes in ideas.
New ideas generally have a higher 
pitch and volume.

... for helping people get along 
with each other, (pause) For 
EXAMPLE, (short pause) my MOM'S 
NEIGHBORS are...

YOUR RESPONSE You should pause briefly after you finish a point, and raise your voice slightly 
as you begin the next point. Doing this can immediately make it easier to 
understand your response because the listener will understand when you are 
changing to a new idea.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 2: Create responses for the independent speaking questions that you 
have been working on in Speaking Skills 1-2. You have 45 seconds to make your response. 
Follow your plan and time yourself. Adjust your plan and repeat your response until you can 
fit it into 45 seconds.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (SKILLS 1-2): Read each question. On a separate piece of 
paper, try to use only 15 seconds to take notes on the main points of each response. Use 
abbreviations and symbols (see note taking on pp. xxii-xxv). Then respond to each question 
in 45 seconds.

1. Describe a job that is interesting to you and explain why it is interesting. Use specific 
examples to support your response.

2. What do you believe is a good age to get married? Explain the reasons for your opinion 
using specific examples to support your response.

3. A city can invest money in improving safety, for example, by increasing law enforcement 
and the number of police, or by improving infrastructure, such as roads or water-delivery 
systems. Or cities might invest in attractions such as parks or sports stadiums. What do 
you think is the best way for a city to invest its resources and why? Use specific details 
and examples in your response.

4. Which type of class, mathematics, art, language, or history would you NOT enjoy taking? 
Explain why you would not like to take this type of class using examples and details to 
support your response.

5. Describe the most important thing that you own. It might be important for practical, 
professional, or personal reasons. Explain why this object is important to you using 
examples and details to support your response.
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SPEAKING QUESTION 2: THE PAIRED-CHOICE 
RESPONSE
The second speaking question is similar to the first question. The timing for preparation 
and for a response is the same, and you will be asked a question that will be based on 
your personal experience. In addition, you will also be required to give reasons and specific 
examples to explain your choice. The difference between the two questions is that in the 
second question, you will be asked to choose between two options and give reasons for your 
choice. It does not matter which choice you select; there is no "correct" answer. Both choices 
can be supported, so you should choose whichever response you can most fully explain with 
personal reasons and examples.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Preparation 
Time

Response 
Time

Question 2: Paired- 
choice Response

Choose one answer 
from two possible 
actions, situations, or 
opinions presented 
in the question and 
explain the reasons 
for your choice, using 
examples from your 
personal experience.

15 seconds 45 seconds

Speaking Skill 3: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE PAIRED-CHOICE 
RESPONSE TO SPEAKING QUESTION 2
A question will appear on the screen and a narrator will read it. Then a clock labeled "Prepa
ration Time" will appear and count down from 15 seconds.

The first step in Speaking Question 2 is to understand the question. You must determine 
what two options the question is asking you to choose from and who the question is asking 
about. The question may ask about something that is a personal preference, for example, 
what is best for you, or the question may ask which of two options you think is better for a 
group of people or an organization, such as students, a business, or young people. Whether 
you are answering for yourself or another group, you should think of reasons and examples 
from your own experience to support your choice.

Study the following question.

Example Question 2A
Do you like to try new kinds of food or eat the same kind of food all the time? Explain your 
choice using reasons and examples to support your response.

You should notice that the question is asking about you personally, and whether you like to 
try new kinds of food or to eat the same kind of food. You must state your choice and then explain 
why you chose it with reasons and examples from your experience. Quickly write down a 
few ideas as notes. You will have 15 seconds before you speak to plan your ideas.

Study the following notes for planning a response to the question.
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NOTES (Example Question 2A):

ANS: pre-f eat sawfood, X (uvot) Mwfood

IDEA 1: Pref same food

R; X like new food, newtngred = scary, I'm picky

EX: fancy restrnt—weird ingred, fruit w/meat X (not) taste good

PLAN (Example Question 2A):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the option you chose (your answer), 
reasons that support your choice, and the examples that support your choice:

1. Find the option or preference you chose to answer the question from the notes. Find 
any additional ideas that expand your answer.
ANS: pref eat same food

IDEA i: pref eat same food, x (not) new food

This information will help you form an introductory statement that states which 
option you prefer.

2. Find the reasons in the notes that support the choice you made.
R.: new ingred=scary

I'm picky

This information will help you form the next part of your response, which states the 
reasons for your choice.

3. Find the specific examples in your notes that support the option you chose.
EX: fancy restrnt—weird ingred, fruit w/meat X (not) taste good

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by support
ing your choice with examples from your own personal experience.

The introductory statement indicates which of the two options the speaker prefers by saying 
that the speaker prefers to eat food she knows, but does not like new food. After this, the 
plan indicates that the speaker will give two reasons why she does not like new food: new 
ingredients are scary to her, and she is picky about food. Then the speaker will describe a 
specific example from her own experience: a visit to a fancy restaurant, which served food 
with weird ingredients and where nothing tasted good.

Look at another question that asks you to choose which of the two options you think is 
better for other people.

Example Question 2B
Some universities are large and have thousands of students who are provided with many 
resources. Others are much smaller, with fewer students who may receive more personal 
attention. Which do you think is better for students and why? Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your answer.
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The question asks you to choose between large universities and small universities, and say why 
you believe your choice is better for students. You may support your choice with examples 
from what you know about the situation generally, from your personal experience, or both.

Study the notes for planning the response below.

NOTES (Example Question 2B):

ex:

ANS: Lrg umv

RX: > opport 4 Ss 
+ profs + -faciL

EX: friend schL big
chew prof fawoixs, iwprt research 
+ Lab equip

R2: wore fun + act w/1000's ss

PLAN (Example Question 2B):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the option you chose (your answer), 
reasons that support your choice, and the examples that support your choice:

1. Find the option or preference you chose to answer the question from the notes.
ANS: Lrg hmv

This information will help you form an introductory statement that states which 
option you prefer.

2. Find the first reason in the notes that supports the choice you made and the example 
that supports the first reason.
Rl: >opport 4 .ss, + profs + faciL

EX: friend schL big=chew. pro-f fa wows, iwprt research

+ Lab equip

This information will help you form the next part of your response, which states the 
reasons for your choice and provides an example from your personal experience to 
support the first reason.

3. Find the second reason in the notes that supports the choice you made and the exam
ple that supports the first reason.
R2; wore fun+ act w/1000's Ss

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by adding 
another reason from your own personal experience.

SPEAKING

You can see in this plan that the speaker has chosen large universities, and gives a general 
reason to support this: there are more opportunities for students. The reasons he offers to 
support this choice are better professors and more facilities, and they are illustrated with 
an example from the speaker's experience, his friend's school. The plan gives examples of 
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advantages his friend's school has. A second reason is then planned, which is that big uni
versities are more fun because there are more students and activities, but the speaker has 
not written examples for this reason yet. This plan is easy to adjust while the speaker is 
recording his response. If there is time, and he thinks of examples, the second reason can be 
included. On the other hand, if time is running out, the second reason can be omitted. The 
first reason, with its examples, provides enough information to answer the question.

It is almost always possible to think of situations and reasons for both choices. However, it 
is not recommended that you try to support both sides. Your response will probably sound 
disorganized and poorly supported since you will be trying to include too many ideas. 
Choosing one option and supporting the choice with reasons and examples usually results 
in a clearer response and a higher score. You may also choose to say something about why 
you do not like the other choice, as an alternative to a conclusion.

When giving examples from their personal experience, most students find it easier to give 
truthful examples. In addition, the truth usually sounds more convincing to the raters. Nev
ertheless, if you can make it sound believable, it may be better to give an invented, made-up 
example than no example at all.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 15 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for Speaking Question 2.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE PAIRED-CHOICE RESPONSE

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read each question carefully. Make sure that you are clear about what 
choice you are being asked to make, and who it is being asked about.

CHOOSE A 
RESPONSE

Quickly choose a response you can support with reasons or examples.

GIVE REASONS 
AND EXAMPLES

Briefly note reasons and examples from your experience that support your 
choice.

BE AWARE OF 
TIMING

Base the number of points you will include in your response on how fast 
you can deliver your answer. If you can speak fluently and clearly, you 
can give more than one reason or example. If you speak slowly, give one 
reason and support it with one or two specific examples.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 3: For each of the following questions, prepare a plan that shows the 
type of information you will include in your response. On the actual TOEFL iBT® test, you 
have only 15 seconds to do this. While doing these practice exercises, time yourself and try 
to increase the speed at which you can think of reasons and examples. Sample notes for the 
first question have been provided for you.

Remember to refer to the note taking section 
on pages xxii-xxv for meanings of common 
abbreviations and symbols.
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1. Some universities require undergraduate students to live on campus in dormitories their 
first year. Other universities allow freshmen to live wherever they want. Which do you 
think is better for students and why?

ANS: tn,

RS 1: kvieet >ppl

EX: 1‘tMr ® allege, n<et doz Ss

R. 2: get help

EX: istyr, x (^t) campus, classes, places, etc. Tppl 2 get Ideas fr
_____________________________ _____ _ _____________________________ I

2. Some people prefer to buy their own food and cook it at home. Others find that fre
quently eating out at restaurants is better suited to their lives. Which option is better for 
your current lifestyle and why? Use details to support your response.

3. Some people believe that sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds should be allowed to drive. 
Others believe that people should not drive until they are eighteen or older. Which option 
do you support and why? Give examples and details to support your response.

4. Is it better to have a career that pays a lot of money, but requires long hours and limits 
your time with your family, or a career that does not pay so much, but has shorter hours 
and allows you more time with your family? Use reasons and examples to support your 
choice.
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5. Some people believe that children should begin studying math and writing at a very 
young age. Others believe that young children should spend their time playing. Which 
do you believe is better for children and why? Use examples and details to support your 
response.

6. One way to prepare for the future job market is to try to learn something about a lot of 
different jobs within a professional field such as mechanical engineers, civil engineers, 
or computer software engineers. Another strategy is to try to learn a lot about only one 
specific job within a profession (computer software engineer only). Which do you think 
is a better strategy to prepare for the future? Use reasons and examples to support your 
response.

Some students study alone, while others study with friends. Which do you think is better 
for students and why? Use details and examples to support your response.

8. Some people prefer to learn a new skill by watching someone else do it first. Others 
prefer to learn a new skill by trying to do it by themselves. Which method of learning do 
you prefer and why? Use specific examples to support your response.
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9. If your school was given a large amount of money, would you prefer that it be used to 
build new classrooms or for buying new computers? Use reasons and details to support 
your response.

10. Some people make decisions quickly based on their past experience. Others carefully 
consider all options and make decisions slowly. Which option do you believe results in 
better decisions? Use reasons and details to support your response.

Speaking Skill 4: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE PAIRED-CHOICE
RESPONSE TO SPEAKING QUESTION 2
When you are delivering your response for Speaking Question 2, you should keep several 
strategies in mind:

• Start with an introductory statement that directly answers the question and 
states which option you prefer.

• Give a reason for your choice, using your notes and your plan as a guide.

• Support your choice with specific examples from your personal experience.

• Keep track of the time and adjust your answer accordingly to add or omit 
information.

• Use transitions, appropriate intonation, and pauses to make your answer 
cohesive and easier to understand.

Look at the plan based on the notes for the response to Example Question 2A. Then, look at 
and listen to a sample response based on the plan.
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Example Question 2A
Do you like to try new kinds of food or eat the same kind of food all the time? Explain your 
choice using reasons and examples to support your response.

PLAN (Example Question 2A):

Answer: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response 
that states your answer by indicating which option you prefer.
Pref eat sanxe food

x (uvot) kvew food

Reasons: State the reasons for the option you prefer.
new iuvgred = scary

I'rvi. -picky

Examples: Use this part of plan to form the rest of your response to the question by 
giving examples from your personal experience to support your answer.
faixcci restrict—weird irtgred, frix.it w/rueat x taste good

101
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 2A):

I prefer to eat the food I know rather than new food. I just don’t like eating new 
things. I usually think new ingredients are kind of scary. Also, it turns out that I’m 
picky about food and don’t like a lot of things. One example is the last time I went 
to a nice restaurant with friends. Everything on the menu had weird ingredients, like 
fruit with meat. It all sounded awful, so I ordered a nice, reliable steak. Then when 
everyone got their meals, we all tried everything. Everyone else’s food tasted as 
strange as I’d imagined it would.

This response answers the question in the first statement. The speaker then uses the transi
tion also to introduce the reasons why she does not like new food. Two specific reasons 
are given, and then the speaker illustrates those reasons with a specific example from her 
experience. Transitions (highlighted) are used to connect ideas. The response is good, but it 
is long and the supporting example comes at the end of the response. You can plan a creative 
response like this one if you are confident and have a very high level of fluency, but if you 
run out of time without completely answering the question, your score may be lowered.

Look at the plan based on the notes for the response to Example Question 2B. Then, look at 
and listen to a sample response based on the plan.

Example Question 2B
Some universities are large and have thousands of students who are provided with many 
resources. Others are much smaller, with fewer students who may receive more personal 
attention. Which do you think is better for students and why? Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your answer.
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PLAN (Example Question 2B):

Answer: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response 
that states your answer by indicating which option you prefer.
Lrg wia.lv

Reason 1 and Example: State the first reason for the option you prefer and the example 
that supports this reason.
>ppport 4 Ss

+ profs + -faclL

■frltMl schL bic;

chenx prof faw-ons, Lrviprt research

+ Lab egnip

Reason 2: State the second reason for the option you prefer.
rvtore furv+ act w/1000's SS

102
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 2B): ■(»’)

I think a large university with thousands of students is better than a smaller 
university because it offers more opportunities to the students. For example, a big 
university has a lot more money to hire world-famous professors and pay for better 
facilities. A friend of mine goes to a big university, and he has a lot of opportunities. 
For example, he works with a famous chemistry professor who is doing important 
research. So my friend can be a part of it. And the school also has great laboratory 
equipment. A little school wouldn’t have enough money to hire such important 
professors, and they couldn’t afford the best equipment.

This response has an introductory statement that gives the speaker's preference and the 
reason he has for the preference. Next, the speaker gives two general examples, better pro
fessors and facilities. After that, the speaker gives the specific example of his friend's school, 
describing a famous professor and great laboratory equipment. Then, instead of following 
his plan, the speaker omits the second example and instead contrasts the examples he gave 
for the large university with a small school. The speaker decided to say something about 
why he did not prefer the other choice, as an alternative to his conclusion. The response 
is more cohesive than the original plan. In the response, the speaker chose to explain the 
examples a little more fully instead of adding another reason for which he may not have had 
enough support.

Before taking the TOEFL iBT® test, be familiar with which planning strategies work for you 
and with the grammar of useful language. If you are comfortable with the organization and 
language for your response, you can concentrate on making your pronunciation clear and 
fluent as you speak.
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The following chart outlines the key information for using the 45 seconds allowed to make 
your response for Speaking Question 2.

START WITH AN 
INTRODUCTION

Start your response with an introductory statement that directly states 
which of the choices you prefer.

GIVE REASONS 
FROM YOUR PLAN

Give reasons that you can support with specific examples. Use your plan 
to help guide your response, but consider adjusting your response if you 
think of new examples.

USE EXAMPLES 
FROM YOUR 
EXPERIENCE

You should give specific examples from your personal experience to 
show why you chose your answer. Do not give lists or long descriptions. 
Concentrate on using brief, but relevant examples to illustrate one or two 
reasons.

BE AWARE OF 
TIMING

As you speak, you should keep track of the time and adjust your response 
to make sure you fully answer the question. A concluding sentence is not 
necessary, but you might consider adding one if you have some time 
remaining.

The useful language and pronunciation tips below can help you make your response easier 
to understand. Practice this language and these tips in the weeks before you take the TOEFL 
iBT® test.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To give your opinion:
In my opinion,
I think/believe
For me,
In my opinion, freshmen should live on campus.
I believe it's better to take time for important decisions. 
For me, small classes are better than larger ones.

To give a preference:
I prefer + noun + rather than/to + noun
I prefer + verb + -ing + rather than/instead of + verb + -ing 
I'd (I would) rather + base verb + than + base verb
I prefer the city rather than the country.
I prefer eating in restaurants instead of cooking.
I'd rather play sports than watch them.

To give results/reasons:
. . ., so . . .
That way . . .
That's why . . .
She got married early, so she could start a family young.
I take time to decide. That way I make fewer mistakes.
I need a quiet place to study. That's why I prefer to study alone.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: Using correct sentence stress.

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

Stressed syllables in content words, 
such as nouns, verbs, and negatives 
have a higher pitch and volume. The 
syllables are also longer. Structure 
words, such as prepositions, 
pronouns, and auxiliary verbs 
have lower pitch and volume, and 
syllables are shorter.

. . . suchimPORtant proFESsors, and 
they COULDn'tafFORD the BEST 
eQUIPment.

YOUR RESPONSE You should lengthen and put more emphasis on stressed syllables in content 
words like nouns, adjectives, verbs, negatives, and adverbs. Doing this will 
make it easier for the raters to hear important information and make your 
English sound more natural.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 4: Create responses for the independent speaking questions that you 
have been working on in Speaking Skills 3-4. Use the plans you have made and time yourself 
as you give your response. You have 45 seconds to make the response. Adjust your plan and 
repeat your response until you can fit it into the 45-second response time.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (SKILLS 3-4): Read each question. On a separate piece of 
paper, try to use only 15 seconds to take notes on the main points of each response. Use 
abbreviations and symbols. (See note taking on pp. xxii-xxv.) Then respond to each question 
in 45 seconds.

1. If your teacher makes a mistake, is it better to correct the teacher or ignore the mistake? 
Use reasons and examples to support your response.

2. Some people say that a person has to take chances in life to be successful. Others believe 
that careful planning is a safer and better way to succeed. Which opinion do you believe? 
Give reasons and examples in your response.

3. Some professors give essay exams for which students must write long answers in their 
own words. Other professors give multiple choice exams, for which students must choose 
correct answers to questions from several answer choices provided. Which type of exam 
do you think better tests students' knowledge and why do you think so? Use specific 
details and examples to support your response.

4. Some people believe that the main purpose of art, including music and movies, is enter
tainment or enjoyment. Others say that the purpose of art is to express important ideas 
and make people think. Which one do you believe is the primary purpose of art and 
why? Use details and examples in your response.

5. In general, is it better for a business to spend its money on hiring fewer employees with 
more experience, or more employees with less experience? Support your choice with rea
sons and examples.
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SPEAKING QUESTIONS 3 AND 4: INTEGRATED 
QUESTIONS (READING, LISTENING, AND SPEAKING)
There are two integrated questions that integrate speaking with reading and listening. In 
these questions you will have 45 seconds to read a short passage, which will then disappear. 
You will then listen to a short passage in which a professor is lecturing on a topic related to 
the reading passage or some students are discussing ideas from the reading passage. After 
that, you will hear and see a question that asks you to answer a question about the listening 
passage using information from both the listening and reading passage. You have 30 seconds 
to prepare your response and then 60 seconds to record your response. A clock on the screen 
will show you how much time you have left to read, another will count down the 30 seconds 
of preparation time, and another will count down the 60 seconds of response time.

SPEAKING QUESTION 3: CAMPUS-BASED 
INTEGRATED READING, LISTENING, AND SPEAKING
Speaking Question 3 presents a topic of interest to students on a college campus. The read
ing passage is usually some type of announcement or proposal, and the listening passage is 
a conversation between two students who are discussing the topic of the reading passage. 
One or both of the students express their opinion and the reasons they have for the opinion. 
The question typically asks you to summarize one student's opinion and explain the reasons 
the student holds that opinion. You should NOT give your personal opinion for Speaking 
Question 3, only the opinions of the student(s).

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Reading 
Time

i
Listening i 

Time
Preparation 

Time
Response 

Time

Question 3: 
Campus-based 
Announcement 
—Opinion

Describe the opinion 
of one of the speakers 
concerning a campus 
announcement and 
explain the reasons the 
speaker gives for the 
opinion.

45-50 
seconds

60-90 
seconds

30 seconds 60 seconds

Speaking Skill 5: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU READ FOR SPEAKING 
QUESTION 3
In integrated Speaking Question 3, you will be asked to read a short passage. This may be an 
announcement, a bulletin, a letter, or an article on a topic of interest to university students, 
such as housing, parking, new construction, or campus events or policies. The passage will 
describe a policy, proposal or event and usually give reasons for or against the proposal in 
the announcement. It is important for you to be able to read the passage of 75-100 words 
and take notes on the main points in 45 seconds. When the time for reading is over, the pas
sage will disappear from your screen and you will not be able to see it again. Therefore, you 
should take notes on what the topic of the announcement is, the main points related to the 
topic or the reasons given for the announcement.

Look at the following example of a reading passage for the integrated Speaking Question 3.
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Example Question 3 Reading Passage A

A notice from the Office of the University President 
Effective Monday, November 11th, no pets will be allowed on the university 
campus. This applies to all university professors, administrators, students, 
and visitors alike. This policy is being put in place for the comfort and 
safety of everyone on campus and because buildings on campus are not 
built to accommodate pets. The only exception to this rule is animals such 
as Seeing Eye® dogs that are trained for use in assisting persons with 
disabilities. Any other pets, no matter how large or small, are unequivocally 
not allowed. Anyone who fails to follow this policy will face immediate 
action by the university.

While you read the text, you should take notes on the topic and main points of the reading 
passage. Look at these notes on the topic and main points of the reading passage. Notice that 
the notes about the reading passage are on the left side, with space on the right side for notes 
about the listening passage which you will hear directly after the reading passage.

Reading Passage (Read):
Top (topic): X pets Oia, cowipus!

MPS (kKflliA. polkvts):

—4 cokuf/sflfe, bldg X accoiu

—excp dIsabel

—X follow — ikwkued Act by utuv

Listening Passage (Listen):

These notes include the main point of the notice: no pets allowed on campus except animals 
to help the disabled, and the notice sounds very serious (!). The reasons given for this policy 
are the comfort and safety of every one on campus and the fact that the campus buildings 
don't accommodate pets. The notes say that if the new policy is not followed, the university 
will take some sort of negative action against anyone who breaks the rules. Abbreviations 
and symbols are used so that the note-taker can write down the important ideas in a short 
amount of time.

Now look at the example and the notes for another reading passage.

Example Question 3 Reading Passage B

A notice from the Office of Student Housing 
Because the increase in the number of students has exceeded the 
residential capacity of campus housing, the university has been forced 
to withdraw the guarantee of four years of on-campus housing for 
undergraduate students. Students will still be guaranteed three years of 
access to university housing, but there will be a lottery system in place for 
any remaining residential spots for those who wish to stay a fourth year 
in on-campus housing. There is also an off-campus housing board where 
students may search postings for housing near the campus.
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Reading Passage (Read):
lap (topic): TT Ss = X guar 4 yrs catup hows 

MPS (ru-OLU, points):

—3 yrs hows ouvLy

—Lottery syst 4 rerun l^. Pious

—board 4 off-camp Pious

Listening Passage (Listen):

The notes indicate the topic: there is no longer a guarantee of four years of housing on 
campus, only three. It also notes the reason and the two points the announcement makes. 
There are too many students to allow all of them to have on-campus housing, so there is a 
lottery system for any remaining places, and there is a board with postings for off-campus 
housing.

Make sure you take notes as you are reading the passage. It is important to have information 
in your notes about what the subject of the announcement is so you can understand the 
listening passage that follows. A few, brief notes about what is being announced and the 
reasons for the announcement can make planning your answer easier.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the reading passage for 
integrated Speaking Question 3.

READ THE 
ENTIRE PASSAGE

Read the entire passage carefully as you are taking notes in order to 
completely understand the topic of the announcement and reasons 
for it.

TAKE NOTES 
ON THE MAIN 
POINTS

Focus on and write abbreviated notes on the main points, including 
the topic, key words, reasons for the announcement, and suggestions 
or requirements the announcement gives. Leave a blank column on 
the opposite side of your reading notes for the listening notes you will 
need to take when you hear the conversation.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 5: Read each of the following passages, and note the topic and the 
reasons, implications, or other main points that are used to support the topic. On the actual 
TOEFL iBT® test, you will have 45 seconds to read the passage and take notes. Time yourself 
and try to improve your reading and note-taking speed as you complete the exercises below. 
(Notice that the notes about the reading passage are on the left side of the paper, with space 
on the right side for notes about the related listening passage which you will hear later in this 
unit.)
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1. Read the passage. Take notes on the main points of the reading passage. You have 45
seconds to read the passage.

A notice from campus administration
This campus has a serious problem with bicycles: too many students 
are parking their bicycles in unauthorized places. This creates safety 
issues with bikes blocking walkways as well as accidents and collisions. 
Beginning on Monday, November 1, any bicycles left in unauthorized 
places will be ticketed. Please note that there is authorized parking for 
bicycles along the east and west sides of campus. Parking of bicycles is 
permitted only in places where signs are posted indicating this.

Read:
Top (topic):

MPS (kwail/v poikvts):

Listen:

2. Read the passage. Take notes on the main points of the reading passage. You have 45 
seconds to read the passage.

An announcement from the campus bookstore
At the end of the semester, most textbooks in good condition can be 
sold back to the bookstore for a rebate of 30 percent of the original price. 
This program allows students to buy used copies of textbooks from the 
bookstore at a discounted price. The bookstore is announcing that it will 
no longer be buying editions of some textbooks. If the textbook will be 
replaced by a new edition of the same book the following semester, then 
the old edition of the textbook will not be eligible for buyback. This has 
become necessary due to problems students and professors have had 
using old editions of textbooks.

Read:
TOp:

MPS:

Listen: SPEAKING
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3. Read the passage. Take notes on the main points of the reading passage. You have 45
seconds to read the passage.

An announcement from a professor
This semester I am instituting a new policy concerning late assignments. 
For reasons of fairness to all my students and Teaching Assistants, I will 
not accept any late assignments; no excuses will be accepted, not even 
serious illness or injury. On the date that an assignment is due, it is your 
responsibility to get it in on time or receive a grade of zero. To compensate 
for the strictness of this policy, we will drop your lowest assignment 
grade should you fail to turn in an assignment on time, and it will not be 
averaged into your final grade. Nevertheless, I strongly recommend getting 
your assignments done early so that you can meet the deadlines even if 
something serious comes up.

Read: Listen:

MPS:

Speaking Skill 6: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU LISTEN FOR SPEAKING 
QUESTION 3

In Speaking Question 3, the Campus-based Announcement - Opinion question, you will also 
be asked to listen to a man and a woman discussing the announcement you have just read. 
One or both speakers will express their opinion of the announcement and the reasons they 
have for the opinion. You should listen carefully for these opinions and reasons, and you 
should take abbreviated notes on the opinions of the speakers and reasons for their opinions. 
You can take notes on the side of your paper opposite your notes on the reading passage. 
This will make it easier to draw connections between the reading passage and the listening 
passage during the preparation time.

Now read and listen to two students discussing the notice from the Office of the University 
President that you read above.
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Example Question 3 Listening Passage A 4») 

(narrator) Now listen to two students as they discuss the notice.
(man) What's the deal with the new policy on pets?
(woman) Oh, you saw that? I guess one of the professors has a pet snake that got loose 

and ended up in the president's office. I heard the president kind of freaked out.
(man) What? Just because of one incident? It's not fair for the president to penalize 

everyone just because one professor was careless.
(woman) Yeah, it's a pretty harsh reaction.
(man) I think it's too strict. You know, a lot of local people, not students, who live off 

campus use the paths on the campus to walk their dogs. It's not a safety issue 
because they control their dogs. If the university makes them stop, it'll cut down 
the interaction between people on campus and off.

(woman) I guess I do see a lot of people walking their dogs, and they are pretty 
considerate about it.

(man) Exactly. I've talked with a few of them and they've actually been 
really interesting people. It sort of helps the university be part of the 
neighborhood.

(woman) It does seem kind of pointless to drive them away from the campus.
(man) I'll bet the president hasn't really thought this through.

As you listen to the passage, you should take notes on the opinions of the speakers and the 
reasons they hold their opinions. Look at these notes on the listening passage. Notice that 
only one speaker expresses a strong opinion about the notice, and that his reasons for the 
opinion are a response to one reason given in the reading passage: safety.

Now look at the combined reading and listening notes.

Read: Listen:
Top: x pets out campus! op (opinion): m—x like policy xpets

MPs:

—4 cokvef/safe, bldg x accom [vv—reas = prof's snake In pres o-ffcl

—excep dlsabll R.4 (reasons -for opinion):

—X -follow = Immed oct by umv M: X -fair, pres punish all, + +strlct

—ppi off camp walk dogs, control, safe

— 1 Interact btw camp s, neigh

These notes indicate that the man doesn't like the policy against pets. The notes also indicate, 
according to the woman, the president issued the policy because there was a professor's 
snake in his office. The notes include the information that the man does not think it is fair 
for the president to penalize or punish everyone and that the president's policy is too strict. 
According to the notes, another reason that the man does not like the policy is that people, 
who live off campus and who use paths on campus to walk their dogs, control the animals 
and so, they are not a safety issue. He also believes that the policy will decrease interaction 
between students on campus and people in the neighborhood.
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to two students discussing the notice from the Office of Student Housing that 
NovV 'j Notice that in this conversation both speakers express opinions, and these opin- 
you Erectly address the reason and suggestions made in the announcement.

104

gxamP,e
Question 3 Listening Passage B ^>))

(narrator)
(mao) 

(vvoniao) 

(mao) 

(vVOtf1311)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)

Now listen to two students as they discuss the notice.
I can't believe they're taking away the guarantee of four years of housing. That 
means I'll have to look for a place to live off campus my senior year.
Yeah. It's because of all the new students. I guess they have to get more tuition 
money to pay for all the new laboratories and athletic facilities.
I think they should just stop taking any more new students until they finish 
building enough dorms and residences for everyone.
No way. If they took fewer students, they'd have to hike the tuition up for the 
rest of us. So, I'd prefer lower tuition and more students.
I guess you have a point. But it's going to be a pain to have to find a place to 
live off campus my last year.
I don't think it will be that hard, Dave. You can rent one of those off-campus 
houses that are posted on the board. I think they're not so expensive if you share 
with a couple of other guys.
Nfaybe. But I'd have to figure out another way to get around if I lived very far
.. buy a car or something.

You know what, though? I talked to a woman in the housing office the other 
day. She said that even after everyone uses their three years of guaranteed 
housing, there are still going to be a lot of places left over.
Oh, really? She said that?
Yeah. She said that most people who want to stay on campus a fourth year 
should be able to get housing in the lottery. It's not going to be so competitive. 
Well, that makes me feel better. If it's not going to be a huge, long process to 
find a place to live, then I guess I can live without a guarantee.

look at the combined reading and listening notes.Now
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Read: Listen:
Top: TT ss = X gixar 4 yrs camp hons Op:
MPs: M— diff 2 flrvd lions sr yr
—3 yrs hows orvly M—x rvew ss urvtll build + + dorm 4 residence

—lottery syst 4 remain hous 7^4:
— board 4 off-camp hous M— lozed car 4 far fr camp hous

Op:
w—T ss pay 4 iA,ew labs, athl facil 
w—pref>ss, 4-4
R.4:
w—lottery x compete, ez, get hows 4tl,yr
W—off-camp board, share, rervt I4

The notes for the listening section are divided between what the man says and the woman 
says. The notes indicate that the woman thinks that the university is enrolling more students 
in order to pay for new laboratories and athletic buildings, that she prefers to have more 
students rather than higher tuition, that the man can use the off-campus housing board to 
find a house to share inexpensively, and that the lottery for remaining housing spots is not 
going to be competitive so it will be easy for students to get housing during their senior year. 
The notes indicate that the man thinks that the university should not enroll more students 
until housing for them has been built, that it will be difficult to find housing his senior year, 
and that he may need to get a car if he lives very far off campus.

This style of notes makes it clear what each speaker says and could be used for a question 
that asks about either the man's or the woman's opinion. Because you do not know which 
person the question will ask about, you should take notes on the opinions of both speak
ers. In many cases, however, only one of the speakers will have a strong opinion about the 
announcement.

In Speaking Question 3, the Campus-based Announcement-Opinion question, the announce
ment will usually give reasons for the announcement or change, and in the conversation 
the speakers will often directly address those reasons. Focusing on the reasons given in the 
announcement and the conversation, and briefly noting them, will help you organize your 
answer during the planning time given before you speak.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the listening passage in 
integrated Speaking Question 3.

KEY POINTS FOR NOTING THE MAIN POINTS IN THE LISTENING PASSAGE

LISTEN FOR 
OPINIONS AND 
REASONS

Listen carefully for the opinions of the speakers concerning the 
announcement and the reasons they have these opinions.

TAKE NOTES ON 
THE OPINIONS 
AND REASONS

On the opposite side of your notes for the reading passage, take 
abbreviated notes on the opinions of the speakers and the reasons 
they give for holding those opinions.
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SPEAKING EXERCISE 6: Listen to each of the following passages, and take notes on the 
opinions of the speakers and the reasons that are used to support their opinions. Before you 
listen, copy your notes for the reading passages from Speaking Exercise 5 on pp. 250-252 
in the space provided below. Or take notes on the listening passage next to the notes you 
already took for Speaking Exercise 5.

105
1. Listen to two students as they discuss the notice. ^»)

106
2. Listen to two students as they discuss the announcement. ^>))

A notice from campus administration

Read: Listen:
Top (topic): OP (opitA-i-OiA.):

MPS (n4.fli.lA, poi.lA.ts): R4 (reasons -for the opi.iA.ioiA.):

An announcement from the campus bookstore

Read: Listen:
Top: OP:

MPs: R4:
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3. Listen to two students as they discuss a professor's announcement.

An announcement from a professor

Read: Listen:
Top: OP:

MPS: R.4:

Speaking Skill 7: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 3

After you have taken notes on the main points of both the reading passage and the listening 
passage in Speaking Question 3, you will read a question and plan your response. The ques
tion will appear on the screen and the narrator will read it. You will then have 30 seconds to 
plan a response to the question. A clock on the screen will count down the preparation time. 
At the end of the 30 seconds, a narrator will tell you to begin speaking.

The question will most likely ask you to state the opinion of one of the speakers concern
ing the announcement and ask you to say why the speaker holds this opinion. You should 
read the question carefully to be sure that you know what information your response must 
include. Decide what points you need to answer the question, mark them, and decide how 
much time you will spend making each point.

Look at Example Question 3A below for the first reading passage in Skill 5 and the first 
listening passage in Skill 6.

Example Question 3A
The man gives his opinion of the notice from the Office of the University President concern
ing pets. State his opinion and explain the reasons he gives for holding that opinion.

In order to completely answer this question, you should briefly describe what the notice is 
about, you must state what the man's opinion of the notice is, and say why he has this opin
ion. Notice that the question does not ask about the woman's opinion. Although you can 
include some of the woman's comments in your response, you must focus on what the man 
believes. You should not give your personal opinion in your response to this question. The 
question does not ask for your opinion and you may receive a lower score if you add your 
own personal opinion. Although the question for Speaking Question 3 usually asks for the 
opinion and reasons given by one speaker, you should always read and listen to the question 
carefully so you know what information to include in your response.
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After you understand the question, you should prepare a 
plan for your response. Look at the notes you have taken on 
the reading passage and the listening passage. Focus on what 
is being announced, the reasons or main points given, and 
how the speakers respond to these reasons or main points 
when they give their opinions.

Remember: You should NOT 
give your personal opinion for 
Speaking Question 3, only the 
opinions of the student(s).

Look at the notes and the plan for Example Question 3A.

NOTES (Example Question 3A):

Read: Listen:
Top: X pets Ow campus! Op:

M—X Like policy x pets

MPs:

—4 comf/safe, bldg x accokvt
—excep dlsabll
—X follow = immed act by un.lv

w—reas = prof's srvake In. pres offc
R.4:
M—X fair, pres purtlsln all, ++strlct 
—people off carup walk dogs, control, safe 
— I Interact btw camp § rvelgh

PLAN (Example Question 3A):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the topic of the notice and the main 
points related to it, the opinion of the person (man or woman) about whom the question is 
asking, and the reason that person has for holding the opinion:

1. Find what the notice is about from the reading notes and find the man's opinion of it 
from the listening notes.
OP: m—x like policy x pets excp dlsabll // M: x -fair, pres puwlsh all, ++strlct

These notes will help you answer the first part of the question that asks you to state 
the man's opinion and this should be the first thing you record for your response. 
You will need to use the notes from the reading to explain the policy about which the 
man is expressing his opinion.

2. Find the man's reasons from the listening passage notes for his opinion, and find the 
notes in the reading passage about details in the policy with which he is disagreeing.
—4 comf/safe, bldg x accom (reason for policy from the reading)
r.4: M: people off caru.p walk dogs, control, safe

1 Interact btw cawp § rvelgh (man's reason for disagreeing from the listening)

These notes will help you answer the second part of the question that asks you to 
explain the man's reasons for his opinion.

Note: If time allows, you could mention what the woman says the reason for the policy 
is: [W—reas= prof's snake in pres offc]. However, this is not completely necessary as 
you are only being asked about the man's opinion and his reasons for this opinion.

Now look at Example Question 3B.
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Example Question 3B

The woman expresses her opinion of the change announced in the notice. Explain her opin
ion and the reasons she gives for that opinion.

The question asks you to explain only the opinion of the woman concerning the notice. A 
good response to this question should concentrate on the woman's opinion and her reasons.

Look at the notes and the plan for Example Question 3B.

NOTES (Example Question 3B):

Read: Listen:
Top: TT ss = X guar 4 yrs camp hous Op:

MP'S: M—diff 2 fux-d hous sr yr

—3 yrs hous ou-Ly M—X uew Ss uu-tLL bulLd + + dorm 4 resLdervce

—Lottery syst 4 remaLrv hous R.4:

—board 4 off-canxp hous M—rveed car 4 far fr camp hous

Op:

w—T ss pay 4 rvew Labs, athL facLL

w—pref>ss, 4-4
R.4:

W—Lottery X compete, ez, get hous 4thyr

W—off-camp board, share, re At 4-4
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PLAN (Example Question 3B):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the topic of the notice and the main 
points related to it, the opinion of the person (man or woman) about whom the question is 
asking, and the reason that person has for holding the opinion:

1. Find what the notice is about from the reading notes and find the woman's opinion of 
it from the listening notes.
Top: tt s$ = X guar 4 yrs camp hems

—3 yrs hons orv

OP: W; Tss pay 4 Labs, athL facLL

W—pref>Ss, J-4

These notes will help you answer the first part of the question that asks you to state 
the woman's opinion and this should be the first thing you record for your response. 
You will need to use the notes from the reading to explain the policy about which the 
woman is expressing her opinion.

2. Find the woman's reasons from the listening passage notes for her opinion, and find 
the notes in the reading passage about details in the policy with which she is dis
agreeing.
Top: (from the reading)
—Lottery syst 4 remain, herns

—board 4 e>ff-camp toons

r.4: (woman's reason for agreeing from the listening)
W—Lottery X compete, ez, get toons 4thyr

W—off-camp board, share, reuvt I4

These notes will help you answer the second part of the question that asks you to 
explain the woman's reasons for his opinion.

Note: The question is asking only about the woman's opinion, so you are not required 
to discuss the man's opinion in order to answer the question. In the case of this conver
sation, addressing the woman's opinion and reasons for it would most likely use all of 
the time allotted.

Be realistic about how many points you can address from the reading and listening passages 
based on how fast you know you can speak and still be easily understood. If each point 
normally takes you 10-12 seconds, you cannot cover more than 2 or 3 points; you will have 
to decide which points to discuss and which to omit.
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The following chart outlines the key information for using the 30 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for the integrated Speaking Question 3.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR NOTES TO PLAN YOUR RESPONSE

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read the question carefully. Be sure you know who the question is asking 
about (the man or the woman), what information you must include in your 
response, and which points you do not have to mention.

FIND THE 
INFORMATION

Look at your notes to find the information that will answer the question 
asked. Add any extra information that you remember, but that you did not 
have time to write down before.

PLAN THE 
RESPONSE

Mark your notes to help you organize the points you will make in your 
response and the order in which you will make each point. Use your plan 
to determine the order in which you will make each point.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 7: Read the questions below for each of the reading and listening 
passages you have worked on in Speaking Exercises 5 and 6, pp. 250-252 and pp. 256-257. 
Then look at the notes you took for those exercises. Find the information to answer the 
questions in your notes, and mark the notes to plan an organized response to the question. 
You will have 30 seconds to plan your response on the actual TOEFL iBT® test. Time yourself, 
trying to take only 30 seconds to plan your response.

1. The man gives his opinion on the policy concerning bicycle parking on campus. State his 
opinion and the reasons he gives for having that opinion.

2. Describe the man's opinion of the announcement from the campus bookstore. Explain his 
opinion and the reasons that he has this opinion.

3. The woman expresses her opinion of the policy for late assignments given in the class 
syllabus. State her opinion and the reasons she gives for holding that opinion.

Speaking Skill 8: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 3
After you have planned your response, you need to make your response. You will have 60 
seconds to record the response to Speaking Question 3. A clock on the screen will count 
down the response time as you record your response. At the end of 60 seconds, the clock will 
disappear, the computer will stop recording your answer, and the screen will indicate that 
the response time has ended.

While you are making your response, you should think about the following strategies:
• Start with a topic statement.

• Explain the speaker's opinion and reasons for that opinion, following your plan.

• Give only the most relevant details from the listening and reading passages.

• Use useful language to show attribution (man or woman) and the connections 
between ideas.

• Speak clearly using the English pronunciation points you have practiced to make 
your response sound more natural.

Look at the plan for responding to Example Question 3A from Speaking Skills 5 and 6. Then, 
look at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.

SPEAKING
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PLAN (Example Question 3A):

Opinion: Use this part of the plan to state the man's opinion about the policy in the 
notice in your response. This will form your introductory statement.
OP: M—X lifee policy X pets excp dlsabil // M: X fair, pres purtish fill, + +strict

Reasons for the opinion: State the reasons, based on the policy, the man gives for his 
opinion.
—4 convf/safe, bldg x accow. (reason for policy from the refloUuvg)

M: people off camp walk. dogs, control, safe

4> interact btw camp § neigh

Additional information: If time allows, you could mention what the woman says is the 
reason for the policy
[W— reas= prof's snatee in pres offc]

108
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 3A): ^»)

The man doesn’t agree with the policy on pets. The policy states that no pets are 
allowed on campus, except for animals to help disabled people. The woman tells 
him that the president changed the policy because he found a pet snake in his 
office, but the man thinks that the president is reacting too strongly, and that it’s 
not fair to punish everyone. The man also says that people from the neighborhood 
walk their dogs on campus. According to the notice, animals aren’t going to be 
allowed on campus for safety reasons, but the man disagrees and says that the 
dogs are safe because people control them. Finally, the man believes that if people 
can’t walk their dogs, there will be less friendly interaction between students on 
campus and the people in the neighborhood.

You should notice that this response begins with an introductory statement that gives the 
man's opinion on the policy. Then the response briefly explains the policy and goes on to 
explain the reasons the man gives for his opinion. The response gives only enough details 
about the policy for the listener to understand. For example, the response does not talk about 
consequences (immediate action by the university) for not following the policy because it is not 
relevant for answering the question. However, the pet snake found in the president's office 
is mentioned because it is relevant to one of the man's reasons: he thinks the president is 
reacting too strongly to one event. The response uses useful language and transitions (high
lighted) to show how ideas are related and to show whether the ideas came from the man, 
the woman, or the notice.

Now look at the plan for responding to Example Question 3B from Speaking Skills 5 and 6. 
Then, look at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.
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PLAN (Example Question 3B):

Opinion: Use this part of the plan to state the man's opinion about the policy in the 
notice in your response. This will form your introductory statement.
?T Ss = x guar 4 yrs carvcp hous

—3 yrs Pious outy

W: T ss pay 4 uzw labs, athl fa ell

w—pref>ss,

Reasons for the opinion: State the reasons, based on the policy, the woman gives for 
her opinion.
—Lottery syst 4 rerualu, Pious

—board 4 off-carup hous

W—lottery X corupete, EZ, get hous 4thyr

W—off-carup board, share, reut 4-4

SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 3B):

The students are discussing a notice that says that students will only have 
three years of guaranteed housing instead of four. The woman is in favor of the 
notice, and she gives a few reasons. She says that the university needs more 
students so it can pay for things like new labs. She thinks that it’s better to have 
more students than to pay higher tuition. Another reason is that she believes it 
will be easy to find housing during the last year of their studies. The notice says 
that there is a lottery system for housing, and she tells the man that there will 
probably be spaces for people who want to live on campus their senior year. 
She also tells the man that students can use the off-campus housing board to 
find cheap places that they can share.

This response begins with an introductory statement that explains the policy stated in the 
notice. The response then explains the woman's opinion of the policy. It goes on to give the 
reasons for the woman's opinion. It follows the plan to completely answer the question and 
does not include any details that are not relevant to the woman's opinion or reasons. The 
response does not mention what the man thinks because the question is not asking about 
his opinion, only the woman's. Notice that the student giving this response does not offer 
a personal opinion; remember that you are not being asked to give your own opinion. The 
response uses transitions and key phrases (highlighted) to make it clear where the informa
tion comes from and how the ideas are related.

SPEAKING

Practice using useful language and English intonation and stress patterns when you state your 
summary aloud. Remember that your response will be evaluated on the basis of how fluent 
you are. Following your plan can help you speak at a steady pace and avoid long pauses as 
you try to remember important points. Check the 
clock and do not spend too much time on any one 
point. However, do not try to speak very quickly 
and discuss too many points from the passages; 
this will probably make your response harder to 
understand. Practice this speaking question before 
the date you are planning to take the TOEFL iBT® 

Practice the skills you need for Speaking 
Question 3 by listening to television or movies 
in English and summarizing what was said and 
the reasons for any opinions or reasons for the 
results of actions you hear expressed.
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test so you are familiar with how many different points you are able to discuss fluently; use 
this knowledge when planning and making your response during the test.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 60 seconds allowed to make 
your response for integrated Speaking Question 3.

START WITH AN 
INTRODUCTORY 
STATEMENT

Start your response with a topic statement that states the opinion of the 
man or woman, briefly describes the policy, or includes both the topic and 
the opinion.

EXPLAIN THE 
OPINION AND 
REASONS

Following the plan you have made with your notes, explain the opinion 
of the speaker that the question asks about and the reasons the speaker 
holds this opinion.

INCLUDE ONLY 
RELEVANT DETAILS

Include details from the reading passage and listening passage only if they 
are relevant to the question asked. You do not need to include details that 
do not relate to the speaker's opinion or reasons.

CONNECT IDEAS 
USING USEFUL 
LANGUAGE

Practice using useful language in the weeks before you take the test. 
When you give your response, use language structures and transitions you 
are comfortable with to show how ideas are connected with each other. 
Use attribution signals to show who said these ideas or where they came 
from.

The useful language and pronunciation tips below can help you make your response easier 
to understand. Practice this language and these tips in the weeks before you take the TOEFL 
iBT® test.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To report who said something or where information came from (attribution signals): 
According to + noun,
Subject + says/thinks/believes + (that)
Subject + tells + object + (that)
According to the policy, students need a parking sticker. . .
The man says that the policy is unfair.
The woman tells him that she likes the idea.

To show agreement:
Subject + agrees + (with + noun)/(that + subject + verb)
Subject + is in favor of + noun/verb + -ing
Subject + likes/supports the idea/policy/proposal
The student agrees with the reasons given in the policy.
The woman is in favor of having more students.
The man supports the idea of building a new stadium.

To express disagreement:
Subject + doesn't agree/disagrees + (with + noun)/(that + subject + verb)
Subject + is against + noun/verb + -ing
Subject + doesn't like/opposes . . .
The man doesn’t agree that pets are unsafe.
The students are against the proposal.
The woman opposes the policy.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: Practicing difficult sounds.

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

English has some sounds that other 
languages do not have. These 
can be difficult for students to 
pronounce. You may have difficulty 
pronouncing some English vowels or 
consonants. They may be the same 
sounds with which other speakers of 
your native language have problems.

theory /0/ 
the, but /a/

YOUR RESPONSE You should try to determine which English sounds are typically difficult for 
you and for the people who speak your native language. Study and practice 
these difficult vowels and consonants in the time before you take the TOEFL 
iBT® test, so that you can pronounce them more clearly. Even a small 
improvement can make your English easier to understand and raise the score 
for the fluency of your response.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 8: Create responses for the integrated reading, listening, and speaking 
questions that you have been working on in Speaking Skills 5-8. You have 60 seconds to 
give your response. Time yourself and repeat your response until you can finish it within the 
60-second response time.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (SKILLS 5-8): Read the proposal from the Office of Student 
Activities. You will have 45 seconds to read the passage.

The Office of Student Activities
Currently, there are two fitness rooms on campus for students and 
faculty—the facilities at the new Washington Recreation Center, and 
the weight room at the old Franklin Street Center. Many students have 
complained that the equipment in the Franklin Street Center weight room 
is old and few students use it, while the Washington Recreation Center 
lacks sufficient aerobic machines. Since the Franklin Street Center is due 
for renovation in two years, and there will be no improvements to the 
facilities until that time, it has been proposed to close the Franklin Street 
Center weight room and use the money usually spent on its maintenance 
to buy new aerobic machines for the Washington Recreation Center.

SPEAKING
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110
Now listen to two students as they discuss the proposal. ^»)

Now answer the following question. You have 30 seconds to prepare and then 60 seconds to 
deliver your answer.

The man gives his opinion of the proposal. State his opinion and the reasons he gives 
for holding it.

SPEAKING QUESTION 4: ACADEMIC SETTING 
INTEGRATED READING, LISTENING, AND SPEAKING
For Speaking Question 4, you will be asked to read a pas
sage on an academic topic and listen to a lecture on the 
same topic. You will then answer a question that requires 
you to relate information from both the reading passage 
and the lecture. It will generally ask you to explain how 
the specific examples from the listening illustrate the gen
eral concept from the reading passage. The question and 
your response will mainly focus on the listening passage, 
but you will be required to integrate information from the 
reading passage in order to answer the question fully. You 
will not need to have any prior knowledge of the subject; 
all the information you need to answer the question will be 
contained in the reading passage and the listening passage 
that follows it.

Speaking Question 4 is considered 
challenging by many test takers. 
Before you take the TOEFL iBT® 
test, practice listening to and 
reading a variety of academic 
subjects in English. This will 
improve your understanding of 
academic concepts and vocabulary, 
enabling you to better understand 
the academic reading and listening 
passages on the TOEFL iBT® test.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Reading 
Time 

i

Listening 
Time

Preparation 
Time

Response 
Time

Question 4: 
Academic 
Setting— 
Concept / 
Example 
(General / 
Specific)

Explain how specific 
examples concerning 
two or three points 
made by the lecturer 
illustrate a general 
concept described in a 
short academic reading 
passage.

45-50 
seconds

60-90 
seconds

30 seconds 60 seconds
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Speaking Skill 9: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU READ FOR SPEAKING 
QUESTION 4

In Speaking Question 4, you will read a passage on an academic subject. The passage will 
typically introduce a general concept from an introductory academic course and define, 
describe, or give characteristics of the concept. The reading may also describe a problem. 
It is important for you to be able to read an academic passage of 75-100 words in the time 
allowed and take notes on the main points of the passage. You have 45 seconds to read the 
passage and a clock on the screen will count down the reading time. When the time for read
ing is over, the passage will disappear from your screen and you will not be able to see it 
again. Therefore, you should take notes on the topic of the passage, a short definition of the 
concept, if it is given, and major details concerning the concept.

Look at the following example of a reading passage for the integrated Speaking Question 4.

Example Question 4 Reading Passage A

Photoreceptor cells
Our eyes contain two kinds of cells, known as photoreceptors, which are 
sensitive to light. These two types of cells are called rods and cones. The 
rods are more sensitive to light than the cones; in other words, they can 
detect fainter light than cones. However, rods are not sensitive to color. 
Cones, on the other hand, are sensitive to colors, but cannot detect faint 
light. Cones are concentrated in the center of our field of vision, where we 
focus our eyes. Rods, in contrast, are distributed throughout the periphery; 
just outside the center of our field of vision.

As you read the passage and understand the main points, you should take notes on the topic 
and main points of the reading passage. Writing down a few main ideas from the passage 
will help you organize your answer during the 45-second preparation time.

Look at these notes on the topic and main points of the reading passage. The notes leave 
space on the right side for taking notes on the listening passage that follows.

Read: Listen:
TOp: photoreceptor cells = setts 2 light

MPS:

2 teiitd:

—rods: T setts 2 light

X color

outside ctr field of vision

—cottes: A setts 2 light

seits 2 color

lit ctr field of vision
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The notes include the topic, photoreceptor cells, and a description of what they are. As the 
notes indicate, the reading passage compares two types of these cells. The notes are divided 
into these two types, and characteristics of each type are listed next to their names. Abbre
viations and symbols are used, and key words that either indicate the topic ("photoreceptor 
cells") or indicate important terms ("field of vision") are underlined.

Now look at another example from a business class.

Example Question 4 Reading Passage B

Equity Theory
The equity theory of employee satisfaction in business focuses on 
comparisons between employees; the basis of this theory is that workers in an 
organization evaluate their treatment by the organization by comparing their 
treatment to the treatment of other workers in the organization. According to 
this theory, workers evaluate their return for contribution, what they contribute 
to the company and what they receive in return for it, and compare their return 
for contribution to what other employees contribute and receive in return. A 
worker who receives a return for contribution that is equal to or greater than 
the return for contribution of other employees will be content, while a worker 
whose return for contribution is less will not be content.

Read: Listen:
T&p: equity theory = how employees evat treatmwt 
by cowipfliA.y

MPs:
—return 4 con-tributiow (r4c) (compare what put in vs. 

what get out)
—r4c> others, employee happy
—r4c< others, X happy

The notes define equity theory. The term return for contribution is underlined and explained 
in parentheses. It means that employees compare the contributions they put into a company 
to what they receive in return or get out of the company. Only a few words are used to 
remind the note-taker of this idea.

As you read the passage, you will probably not have time to write very much. Often only a 
few words or symbols is enough to remind you of a main point, however, and having even 
a few simple notes can help you listen for key information in the lecture that follows the 
reading passage and organize your response.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the reading passage in 
integrated Speaking Question 4.
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KEY POINTS FOR NOTING THE MAIN POINTS IN THE READING PASSAGE

READ AND 
UNDERSTAND THE 
PASSAGE

Read the passage carefully and be sure you understand what the general 
concept and the main points of the passage are. After 45 seconds, the 
passage will disappear, and you will not see it again.

TAKE NOTES ON 
THE PASSAGE

Take abbreviated notes on the main points of the text as you are reading. 
Try to write down the topic, a short definition of it, and characteristics 
or other main ideas. Mark any key terms you may want to use in your 
response. Leave a blank column on the opposite side of your reading 
notes for the listening notes you will need to take when you hear the 
conversation.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 9: Read each of the following passages, and take notes that include 
the topic and a definition of it, characteristics, or other main points that are used to support 
the topic. On the actual TOEFL iBT® test you will have 45 seconds to read the passage and 
take notes. Time yourself and try to improve your reading and note-taking speed as you 
complete the exercises below. (Notice that the notes about the reading passage are on 
the left side of the paper, with space on the right side for notes about the related listening 
passage, which you will hear later in this unit.)

1. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and the main points of the reading passage. 
You have 45 seconds to read the passage.

Hotspots
As the enormous pieces of the Earth’s outer crust move in a process 
called plate tectonics, they come into contact with each other and sink 
under and rise above one another. Most of the world’s volcanoes and 
earthquakes occur where these plates meet or at what is referred to as the 
plate boundary. Nevertheless, volcanic activity may occur in the middle of 
large plates because of hotspots. Currents of molten rock from deep within 
the Earth can rise up in the middle of a continent or ocean and create 
a hotspot not far below the surface crust. These hotspots can cause 
volcanoes and other geothermal activity far from plate boundaries.

Read: Listen:
Top:

MPS:
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2. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and the main points of the reading passage. 
You have 45 seconds to read the passage.

Election Polling
Election polling is a type of survey that is used to find out how certain 
people feel about an issue or about a candidate for a government position 
or office in an election. After the polling information is collected, the results 
are then tallied up. Because it is not feasible to contact every individual in 
a large population, a representative sample of people can be polled and 
generalized to the population as a whole using statistical analysis. Getting 
a sample large enough to be reliably generalized to the whole population 
can be problematic, but sample bias is often a bigger problem. Sample 
bias occurs when the people polled do not truly represent a typical cross
section of the population as a whole.

Read: Listen:

Top:

MPS:

3. Read the passage. Take notes on the topic and the main points of the reading passage. 
You have 45 seconds to read the passage.

Long-term memory
Two different types of long-term memories, or memories that we store 
for days, months, or years, are implicit and explicit memories. Implicit 
memories are often motor memories of how to make our bodies do 
something, such as how to swim or say a particular word, whereas explicit 
memories are things such as events in our lives, personal experiences, 
and specific facts. These two types of memories are moved from short
term memory to long-term memory in different ways. Explicit memories 
are stored by means of a structure in the brain called the hippocampus; in 
contrast, implicit memories are stored by a different pathway.

Read: Listen:
Top:

MPS:
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Speaking Skill 10: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU LISTEN FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 4

For Speaking Question 4, the Academic Setting—Concept/Example or General/Specific 
question, you will also be asked to listen to an academic passage as part of the question. 
The listening passage usually lasts from 60-90 seconds, and it will give specific examples 
that illustrate the general concept described in the reading passage. The lecturer will usu
ally make two or three major points, describing a few examples that show how the general 
concept outlined in the reading passage works or can be further explained. Sometimes the 
listening passage will explain how a solution to the problem discussed in the reading was 
approached.

As you listen to the passage, you should focus on how the examples in the lecture illustrate 
the concept described in the reading passage. For instance, the lecture may give specific 
examples of a concept that is described generally in the reading passage. The listening pas
sage may describe the work of one scientist who made important discoveries concerning the 
theory introduced in the reading passage. The lecture may describe the work of a specific 
artist that reflects an artistic style defined in the text. Using the reading as general back
ground, listen for specific examples that illustrate the concept.

Now listen to the lecture that is part of the integrated Speaking Question 4 on photoreceptor 
cells that is related to the previous reading passage on the same topic.

(narrator) Now listen to a lecture on this topic in a physiology class.
(professor) OK now I'm going to give you a few examples of how the different distribution 

and light sensitivities of these two types of photoreceptors affect visual perception. 
You've probably observed these effects, but you may not have known the 
explanation before.
Because only the rod cells are sensitive to very low light, say at night or ... or a 
room lit by candlelight, you don't see colors in these situations. Think about it. At 
night, the cones don't function due to the faint light, only the rods. But, because 
only the cones allow us to see in color, everything is black and white. It's only when 
there's more light, um .. . like under a streetlamp at night, or uh when someone 
turns on the main lights in a dark room that things suddenly acquire color.
You can also see effects of the sensitivity and distribution of the rods in action if 
you look at a very dim star in the sky. You might have noticed before that a star 
such as this can be seen if you look a little to the left or right of the star. But if you 
look directly at the star, uh ... I mean, center it in your field of vision, the star 
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disappears. Move your focus a little away from the star and it suddenly reappears. 
This is because of the concentration of the very sensitive rods outside the center of 
your field of vision, a little to the left or the right, and the lower light sensitivity of 
the cone cells at the center of your field of vision.

As you listen to the passage, you should take notes on the specific examples in the lecture. 
Now look at the combined reading and listening notes.

Read: Listen:
Top: photoreceptor cells = sens 2 Lloiht EX: effects of 2 types

MPS: — light (@ night/candles), everything blte^wht

2 kind: b/c rods only, cones X in Low Lght

—rods: T sens 2 light T Lght (strtlarup) cones color

X color —see dim star only 2 Lft/rght side of ctr

outside ctr field of vision Look, direct = disappear b/c

—cones: 1 sens 2 Light rods—2 side of ctr field of vision

sens 2 color cones—X lght sens in ctr field of vision

inctr field of vision.

The notes from the lecture include examples of the effects of the differences between the two 
types of rod and cone cells. Two examples are noted after a dash (—) and then a few major 
points are included under each example, including reasons that the lecturer gives for each. 
Using these example notes as a model, do not try to write everything—only enough detail 
to remember the main examples and reasons. Notice that some key terms are underlined to 
indicate that they were stressed by the lecturer and therefore, are important.

Now listen to the lecture about equity theory that is related to the previous reading passage 
on the same topic.

113
Example Question 4 Listening Passage B <>))

(narrator)
(professor)

Now listen to a lecture on this topic in a business class.
Let's look at a couple of cases to see the equity theory in action. We'll talk about 
this theory in terms of an imaginary employee. Let's call him Bill. In the first case, 
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a coworker of Bill's, named Sally, has the same job title as Bill and does the same 
amount of work. She makes a little less money, but she has more flexible hours. She 
can leave work earlier or come in later if she needs to, whereas Bill is paid a little 
extra to be available during certain set hours. He can't come and go like Sally can. 
Oh, and they have similar offices. In this situation, Bill will feel satisfied with his job 
if he values the extra money more than the flexibility of work hours. That's because, 
in his opinion, he receives equal or better return for his contribution than Sally does. 
According to the equity theory, Sally will also feel satisfied if she values the flexible 
hours more than the extra money. Even though she does the same amount of work 
as Bill, or makes the same contribution, she knows that her schedule is much more 
flexible than Bill's. Sally is satisfied because the return for her contribution is more 
valuable to her than her coworker, Bill's would be.
The second case is different. In the second case, a coworker of Bill's, named Tom, 
has the same job title and set hours and does the same amount of work as Bill. But 
Tom makes less money, and has a smaller office than Bill. So, in this case, Tom will 
not feel satisfied because he receives a lower return for his contribution than his 
coworker, Bill, does.

Read: Listen:
Top: eciuitn theory = how employees evaL treatwvwt 
by corupawy

EX: eguity theory—Kill: = wrfe
(work), title, office > 4 but < flex (flexibility)

—Sally: = Kill wrk title, office < 4 > fit* sched

MPs:
—returw 4 cowtributiow (r4c) (cowipare what 

put iw vs. what get out)
—r4c> others, employee happy
—r4c< others, X happy

K happy if 4 > iwiport thaw flex-tinxe
.s happy if flex > 4
■for both K S, S r4c > cowrker—Tovu.: 
= K's work, title, flex but < 4- offc.

The notes for the listening include examples of the equity theory that was explained in 
the reading passage. The three example employees are indicated by first initials, and some 
details are noted to explain how each employee's case illustrates the equity theory. Symbols, 
like greater than/more (>) and less than (<) are used to avoid writing a lot of words. Key 
words are underlined and marked to indicate that they were stressed by the lecturer and 
therefore, are important.

At first, some students find it hard to take notes as they listen. Start by writing only a few 
key words about the main points as you hear each example described. As you practice 
taking notes while you listen, you will get more skilled at distinguishing important points 
and more comfortable writing them in a shortened form that you can use to organize and 
give your response. Start slowly and build your note-taking skills.

Another important skill for responses that involves academic topics, as Speaking Questions 
4 and 6 do, is writing down key terms and indicating important words and terms that were 
stressed by the lecturer. When you recognize key terms in the reading or listening passage 
that you need to use in your response, you should try to write them down. If the terms come 
from the reading passage, you should listen to how the lecturer pronounces them in the 
listening passage. If the term comes from the listening passage, don't worry about spelling; 
just try to write down something that is close to what you hear.
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The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the listening passage in 
integrated Speaking Question 4.

KEY INFORMATION FOR NOTING THE MAIN POINTS IN THE LISTENING PASSAGE

LISTEN FOR 
EXAMPLES

Using the information from the reading passage as background 
information, listen for examples that illustrate more specifically the general 
concept from the reading passage.

NOTE EXAMPLES 
AND MAIN POINTS

Write abbreviated, organized notes as you understand the examples. 
Use your own words and write only enough detail to remember the main 
points for your response. Mark key terms and any words that are stressed 
by the lecturer.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 10: Listen carefully to each of the following passages, focusing on 
how the specific main points from the lecture illustrate the general concept from the reading 
passage. Note the main examples or points and a few details to explain the main points. 
Before you listen, copy your notes for the reading passage on the same topic in the space 
provided below. Or take notes about the listening next to your notes for the reading passage 
on the previous pages.

1141. Now listen to a lecture on this topic in a geology class. ^»)

Read: Listen:
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2. Now listen to a lecture on this topic in a political science class. 4»)

<■

Read: Listen:

3. Now listen to a lecture on this topic in a psychology class. m(»)

1 >
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Speaking Skill 11: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 4

After you have read the passage and listened to the lecture in Speaking Question 4, you will 
see and hear a question. You will then have 30 seconds to prepare a response to the question. 
A clock on the screen will count down the preparation time. At the end of the 30 seconds, a 
narrator will tell you to begin speaking.

The question will ask about how the specific information from the listening passage illus
trates the general concept described in the reading passage. The language of the question 
can vary based on the relationship between the reading and the listening passage, so it is 
important to read the question carefully to be sure that you know what information your 
answer must contain.

Look at the question below for reading passage A in Skill 9 and listening passage A in Skill 10.

Example Question 4A
The professor discusses some examples of visual perception. Explain how the examples 
demonstrate the differences in the two types of photoreceptor cells.

The question asks you to concentrate on the examples given in the lecture and to describe 
how they can be explained by differences between the types of photoreceptor cells. The 
response should be organized to include all of the examples discussed by the professor. The 
examples should be explained using the information from both the reading and the listening 
passage about the differences between the two types of cells.

To prepare a plan for your response, you should look at the notes you have taken on both 
the reading passage and the listening passage and focus on how the ideas in the reading and 
listening passages are related. Find the information (specific examples in this case) in your 
notes that answers the question asked. Mark your notes if you want, with numbers, lines, or 
other devices to help you organize your response.

Look at the notes for reading passage A in Skill 9 and listening passage A in Skill 10.

NOTES (Example Question 4A):

Read: Listen:
Top: -photoreceptor cells = sens 2 li^ht EX: effects of 2 types

MPs: —4-lght (@ night/candles), everything blkgwht

2 kind: b/c rods only, cones X in low Lght

—rods: T sens 2 light T lght (strtlamp), cones -» color

X color —see dint star only 2 Ift/rght side of ctr

outside ctr -field o-f vision look direct = disappear b/c

—cones: 4- sens 2 light rods—2 side of ctr field of vision

sens 2 color cones—X lght sens in ctr field of vision

in ctr field of vision
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PLAN (Example Question 4A): In order to plan the response using your notes, discuss the 
examples in the lecture and relate them to the topics and main points from the reading 
passage.

1. Find the topic from the listening notes and use information from the reading notes to fur
ther define it.
ex: effects of 2 types (topic of listening passage)

Top: •photoreceptor cells = servs 2 Light (definition of the topic from the reading)

These notes will help you form an introductory statement for the response.

2. Find the two examples of the effects of photoreceptor cells from the listening passage notes 
and find the notes in the reading passage, which further define the two types of photo
receptor cells, the rods and cones:
EX—J- Ight (@ wight/cauvdles), everything bite § wht b/c rods only, corves X in low Lght; t Ight 
(strtlorup), corves -» color (first example from the listening)
mp—rods: t sews 2 light, x color; —corves: 4- servs 2 light, servs 2 color (information from the 
reading, which defines rods and cones)
EX—see dim star orvly 2 Lft/rght side of ctr; loote direct — disappear b/c rods —2 side of ctr field of 
visiorv; corves—x Lght servs irv ctr field of vision (second example from the listening)
mp—rods: outside ctr field of visiorv; —corves: irv ctr field of visiorv (information from the 
reading, which defines rods and cones)

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by connecting the 
specific information from the examples in the listening notes to the general information 
about rods and cones in the reading passage.

In your response, note that you should discuss both of the examples of visual perception in 
the same order as the lecturer discussed them.

Now look at the question below for reading passage B in Skill 9 and listening passage B in 
Skill 10.

Example Question 4B
Explain how the examples of different employees illustrate the equity theory.

A response that completely answers the question will discuss the specific examples from 
the lecture and make it clear how these examples demonstrate the theory introduced in the 
reading passage. The focus of the question is on the examples from the lecture, so a good 
response will focus on the information from the listening passage and use some information 
from the reading passage to explain the connection between the examples and the theory.

Look at the notes for the reading and listening passages for Example Question 4B above.
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NOTES (Example Question 4B):

Read: Listen:

Top: equity theory = how employees eval EX: equity theory
treatmnt by company —Kill: = wrk, title, office > 4 but < flex
MPS: —sally: =Klll wrk title, office < 4 but >
—return 4 contribution (r4c) (compare what flex sched

put In vs. what get out) —K happy If 4 > Import than flex-time
—r4c > others, employee happy —S happy If flex > 4
—r4c < others, X happy

—for both K §S r4c > cowrker—TOm

t = K's work, title, flex but < 4, 4 offc

T = X happy b/c r4c < K's r4c

PLAN (Example Question 4B): In order to plan the response using your notes, discuss the 
examples in the lecture and relate them to the topics and main points from the reading passage.

1. Find the topic from the listening notes and use information from the reading notes to 
further define it.
ex: equity theory—Kill; = wrk, title, office > 4 but < flex (topic of the listening passage) 
Top: equity theory = how employees eval treatmnt by —return 4 contribution (r4c)
(compare what put In vs. what get out) (definition of the topic from the reading)

These notes will help you form an introductory statement for the response.

2. Find the two examples that illustrate the equity theory from the listening passage notes 
and find the notes in the reading passage, which define equity theory as it relates to each 
example:
EX: Sally = Kill wrk title, office < 4 but > flex sched; K happy if 4 > import thaw flex-time;
s happy if flex > 4 (first example from the listening, comparing Sally and Bill) 
mp—r4c > others, employee happy (information from the reading that relates to this example) 
EX: for both K £ S r4c > cowrker TOm; T = K's work, title, flex but < 4, 4 offc; T — X happy b/c r4c
< K's (second example from the listening, comparing Bill (and Sally) to Tom) 
mp—r4c < others, x happy (information from the reading that relates to this example) 

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by connecting the 
specific information from the examples in the listening notes to the general information 
about equity theory in the reading passage.

Note that this plan gives the speaker less than 10 seconds to make each point.

For Speaking Question 4, you should look at your notes and make a plan that can help you 
focus and organize your ideas as you give your response. Mark the points that will answer 
the question and put them in a logical order. Consider your speaking fluency and how many 
points you will be able to make and still be easily understood.
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The following chart outlines the key information for using the 30 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for integrated Speaking Question 4.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read the question carefully. Be sure you know what information you must 
include in your response and which points you do not have to mention.

FIND THE 
INFORMATION

Look at your notes to find the information that will answer the question 
asked. Look for connections between ideas from the reading and the 
listening.

PLAN THE 
RESPONSE

Mark your notes to help you organize the points you will make in your 
response and the order in which you will make each point

SPEAKING EXERCISE 11: Look at the notes that you took for the reading passages in 
Speaking Exercise 9 (pages 269-270) and the listening passages in Speaking Exercise 
10 (pages 274-275). Read the question. Then, using your notes, prepare a plan for your 
response. Decide which points you need to include to completely and accurately answer the 
question, the order in which you will speak about each point, and approximately how much 
time you will spend on each point. You have 30 seconds to plan each response. Time yourself 
to get used to answering the question in the response time allowed.

1. The professor describes the formation of the Hawaiian Islands and Yellowstone National 
Park. Describe how their formation can be explained by the existence of hotspots.

2. Explain how the examples given by the professor illustrate various problems that have 
occurred with telephone election polls.

3. Using the examples discussed by the professor about the patient H.M., explain how they 
illustrate the different ways that implicit and explicit memories are stored.

Speaking Skill 12: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 4

After the 30 seconds of planning time ends, the narrator will tell you to begin speaking. You 
will have 60 seconds to record your response, and a clock on the screen will count down the 
time. At the end of 60 seconds, the clock will disappear, the computer will stop recording 
your response, and the narrator will tell you to stop speaking.

As you record your response, you should think about the following strategies:

• Start with a topic statement.

• Explain the main points of the lecture, following your plan.

• Give only the most relevant details from the listening and reading passages.

• Use useful language to show attribution (where the information is drawn from; 
either the listening passage or the reading passage) and the connections between 
ideas.

• Speak clearly using the English pronunciation points you have practiced to make 
your response sound more natural.

Look at the plan for responding to Question 4A from Speaking Skill 10. Then, look at and 
listen to a sample response based on the plan.
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Example Question 4A
The professor discusses some examples of visual perception. Explain how the examples 
demonstrate the differences in the two types of photoreceptor cells.

PLAN (Example Question 4A):

Topic: Use this part of the plan to form a topic statement for the response.
photoreceptor cells = servs 2 light effects of 2 types

Examples and definitions: Use this part of the plan to form the rest of your response for 
discussing specific examples from the lecture of the topic and definitions from the reading.
—rods: T servs 2 light, X color; — corves: 4 servs 2 light, servs 2 color

light (@ rvight/corvdles), everythirvg bltegwht b/c rods orvly, corves X irv low lght, T Lght (strtlorwp), 
corves -* color

—rods: outside ctr field of visiorv, —corves: irv ctr field of visiorv

see star 2 Lft/rght side of ctr loots direct = disappear b/c rods—2 side of ctr field of visiorv 
corves—x Lghtservs irv ctr field of visiorv

117
SAMPLE RESPONSE [Example Question 4A]:

The lecturer gives two examples of how we see things. These examples 
show the differences between two different photoreceptor cells in 
our eyes that capture light and color, called rods and cones. The 
first example is that when there isn’t much light, such as candlelight, 
everything looks black and white. This is because the rods are the 
only kinds of cells that are sensitive in dim light, but they can’t capture 
color. Cones sense color, but they can’t detect dim light, like the low 
light at night. Next, the professor says that if we look directly at a star 
that isn’t bright, it can disappear. But if we look to either side of the 
star, we can see it. He goes on to say that this is because the center of 
our vision has fewer rods that sense dim light. Instead, they are more 
concentrated to the left or right of the center of the field of vision.

You should notice that this response begins with a topic statement that directly addresses 
the question asked. Then the speaker explains each of the examples given in the lecture, 
as the questions ask her to do. The response gives a few relevant details from the reading 
passage and listening passage to explain how differences between the two types of light 
sensitive cells (the rods and cones) are illustrated in the examples given by the lecturer. The 
response is organized to completely and accurately answer the question, concentrating on 
the examples given in the listening passage. Unnecessary details are not included, and all of 
the information comes from the reading and listening passages, not from the speaker's own 
knowledge of the subject. Useful language and transitions (highlighted) are used to show the 
connection between ideas.

Now, look at the plan for responding to Example Question 4B from Speaking Skill 10. Then, 
look at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.
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Example Question 4B
Explain how the examples of different employees illustrate the equity theory.

PLAN (Example Question 4B):

Topic: Use this part of the plan to form a topic statement for the response. 
equity theory = how employees eval treatmiA.t by compa iA,y—
returiA. 4 coiA-trlbutloiA. (r4c.) (compare what put Irv vs. what get out)
Kill: = wrfe, title, office > 4 bwt <flex

Examples and definitions: Use this part of the plan to form the rest of your response for 
discussing specific examples from the lecture of the topic and definitions from the reading.
r4O others, employee happy
sally: = Kill writ title, office < 4 but > flex sched
B happy if 4 > Import thaiA, flex-time; S happy if flex > 4

r4c < others, X happy
for both B §s r4c > cowrfeer—Tom; r = "B's work, title, flex but < 4. 4 offc; 
T = x happy b/c r4c < B>'s

SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 4B): ^»)

The examples given in the lecture describe the pay and benefits of 
some employees and describe what equity theory says about their job 
satisfaction. Equity theory says that people compare what they get out of 
the company to what they put in, and this is called return for contribution. 
The professor talks about two employees that get equal work and offices, 
but one, Bill, gets more pay and less flexibility in his schedule. And the 
other, Sally, gets the opposite. Equity theory says that if Bill likes money 
more than flexibility, he’ll be happy, and if Sally likes flexibility more, she’ll 
be happy, too. They will both feel that they get the same or better returns 
for contribution than the other one. Then the professor contrasts this with 
another employee, Tom, who does the same work but for less money and 
in a worse office. The theory says that Tom will be unsatisfied because he 
gets less return for contribution than the other employees.

This response begins with a topic statement that answers the question directly. The response 
briefly defines the theory in the speaker's own words, and then describes the examples. Not 
many details are given from the reading passage because the question does not primarily ask 
about it. Instead, the response ties the professor's examples to the definition from the read
ing to completely and accurately answer the question. Useful language is used to attribute 
(say where information came from), give definitions, and connect ideas.

SPEAKING

Many students find integrated Speaking Question 4 to be the most challenging of the speak
ing questions. Students may find it difficult to understand the academic concepts presented 
in the reading and listening, to discuss all of the main points in 60 seconds, or both. Before 
you plan to take the test, practice listening to and reading a variety of academic subjects 
in English. Your understanding of academic concepts, vocabulary, and discussions will 
improve, and you will be more likely to understand the academic reading and listening 
passages on the test (as well as at a university later). Practice taking notes and verbally sum
marize these notes with a partner to build your fluency of expression.
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During the TOEFL iBT®test, use your knowledge of what Speaking Question 4 typically asks 
in order to focus on the specific examples in the listening passage and to connect them to the 
general concept in the reading passage. If you plan your response and follow this plan as you 
speak, you will probably find it easier to cover all or most of the important points in 60 seconds.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 60 seconds allowed to make 
your response for integrated Speaking Question 4.

START WITH A 
TOPIC STATEMENT

Start your response with a topic statement that fully addresses the 
question that is being asked. State the topic of the reading and listening 
passage and the relationship between the two.

EXPLAIN 
EXAMPLES

Following the plan you have made with your notes, explain the examples 
or major points of the lecture. Include all of the information the question is 
asking for.

USE DETAILS TO 
MAKE IDEAS

Include details from the reading passage and listening passage to help 
make the examples you are explaining clear. Include only enough details 
from the listening and reading passages so the listener can understand 
how the specific examples from the lecture illustrate the general concept 
from the reading.

CONNECT IDEAS 
USING USEFUL 
LANGUAGE

Practice using useful language before you take the test. When you 
give your response, use language structures and transitions you are 
comfortable with to show how ideas are connected with each other. Use 
attribution signals to show where the ideas came from; either the listening 
passage or the reading passage.

The useful language and pronunciation tips below can help you make your response easier 
to understand. Practice this language and these tips in the weeks before you take the TOEFL 
iBT® test.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To report where information comes from:
As is stated in the listening/reading passage, . . .
. . . as indicated in the reading/lecture
The professor/reading says/states that. . .
As is stated in the reading passage, the employee will be unhappy. . .
Rods detect colors, as indicated in the lecture.
The professor says that the plate moves southwest. . .

To give a definition:
name of term, which is/means + definition 
definition, called/named/known as + name of term 
definition, which is called/named/known as + name
. . . explicit memory, which is the memory of facts and experiences.
. . . the movement of earth's plates, known as plate tectonics.
.. . surveys of people's opinions, which are called polls.

To report more of what someone says:
Subject + goes on to say that
Subject + add(s) + noun/(that) + subject + verb 
another/a further + noun
She goes on to say that there is a new volcano rising.
He adds that she was a feminist. She adds another example.
The professor gives a further example of the theory.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: Using correct word stress

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

Each word has a stressed syllable, 
which means that syllable is said louder, 
with a higher pitch, and extended 
for alonger period of time than other 
syllables. This also applies to some 
combinations of words, such as phrasal 
verbs and compound nouns.

. . . deSCRIBE what EQuityTHEORy says 
aBOUT their JOBsatisFACtion.
The second syllables of describe and 
about are stressed. The capitalized 
syllables are stressed the most in equity 
theory and job satisfaction.

YOUR RESPONSE As you study new vocabulary before you take the TOEFL iBT® test, note which 
syllable in a word is stressed the most and practice stressing it. There are rules that 
you can study to learn the correct stress of word combinations, such as compound 
nouns and adjectives, adjective-noun combinations, and phrasal verbs. Practice 
marking the stressed syllable(s) of key words you hear while listening to the 
exercises in this book so that you can pronounce them correctly in your response.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 12: Create responses for the integrated reading, listening, and 
speaking questions that you have been working on in Speaking Exercises 9-11 (pp. 269-270, 
274-275, and 279). You have 60 seconds to give your response. Time yourself and practice 
giving the response until you can speak clearly, but still get the necessary information into 
the 60-second response time.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (SKILLS 9-12): Read the passage below and take notes on 
the main points. You have 45 seconds to read it. Then, listen to a lecture on the same subject 
and take notes. Next, read the question. You have 30 seconds to prepare a response using 
the notes you have taken on the reading and listening passages. Give your response. You 
have 60 seconds to give a fluent, organized response that completely and accurately answers 
the question.

Transcendentalism
Transcendentalism is a philosophical, religious, social, and artistic 
movement that reached its peak in the mid-nineteenth century. Established 
in the northeastern United States, the movement was reacting to other 
philosophical and religious currents that were dominant at the time, as 
well as trying to establish a singularly American style of artistic expression, 
distinct from European influence. Transcendentalism emphasizes the inherent 
goodness of man and the ability of each individual to achieve moral and 
spiritual self-improvement by, among other things, experiencing nature and 
using the senses and intuition to arrive at understanding. Transcendentalism’s 
emphasis on individual freedom and responsibility led its proponents to 
support the causes of social justice and equality.

SPEAKING
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Now listen to a lecture on the same subject in an American Literature class. M|»)

Now answer the following question. You have 30 seconds to prepare, and 60 seconds to 
speak. 420

How do the books written by Emerson and Fuller illustrate some of the main 
principles of Transcendentalism?

QUESTIONS 5 AND 6: INTEGRATED QUESTIONS 
(LISTENING AND SPEAKING)

There are two speaking questions that integrate speaking with listening. For both of these 
questions you will listen to passages that are slightly longer than the listening passages in 
Questions 3 and 4. For Question 5, you will listen to a conversation between a man and a 
woman, often students, concerning a campus topic. For Question 6, you will listen to a single 
professor giving an academic lecture. For both questions, when you have finished listening 
to the passage, a narrator will read a question that will appear on the screen. Both Speaking 
Questions 5 and 6 will ask you to summarize the main points of the listening passage. In 
Speaking Question 5, you will also be asked to give your opinion. You have 20 seconds to 
prepare, and 60 seconds to record a response. A clock on the screen will show you how much 
time you have left to prepare, and another will count down the 60 seconds of response time 
when you begin recording.

SPEAKING QUESTION 5: CAMPUS-BASED 
INTEGRATED LISTENING AND SPEAKING

The listening passage for Speaking Question 5 generally involves a problem that is a typical 
one students would have on a college campus. The speakers might be discussing a problem 
with a class, a roommate, schedules, or transportation. The problem often involves only one 
speaker, but it may be a problem that concerns both speakers. The speakers will discuss at 
least two solutions to the problem, and respond
to any solutions that are given. The passage will 
usually last from 60-90 seconds. After you hear 
the passage, you will hear and see a question. 
Typically the question asks you to summarize 
the problem and say which of the two solutions 
you prefer and why. This is the only question that 

Improving your listening comprehension takes 
a lot of practice. In addition to practicing 
conversations in English, listen to television and 
movies in English, which will help to improve 
your understanding.
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integrates speaking with listening where you must give your personal opinion. You will then 
have 20 seconds to prepare and 60 seconds to speak.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Listening 
Time

Preparation 
Time

Response 
Time

Question 5: 
Problem / 
Recommendation 
(Solution)

Explain the problem 
described by one or 
both of the speakers 
in the conversation.
Choose one solution 
or recommnedation 
from the two or more 
that are discussed 
and give reasons or 
examples to support 
your choice.

60-90 seconds 20 seconds 60 seconds

Speaking Skill 13: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU LISTEN FOR
SPEAKING QUESTION 5

As you listen to the passage, you should focus on the problem that the speakers describe, the 
suggestions or solutions that are offered, and any reasons given for the suggestions or the 
speakers' reactions to them.

You should take notes on the passage and try to practice note-taking as much as you can 
before you take the TOEFL iBT® test.

Now, look at and listen to the following example of a listening passage for integrated Speak
ing Question 5.

SPEAKING

Example Question 5 Listening Passage A
(narrator) Listen to a conversation between two students.
(woman) Hi, Brett.
(man) Hi, Karen.
(woman) You don't look too happy, Brett. Is anything the matter?
(man) Well, I'm having trouble in my economics class, and I just talked to the 

professor. She didn't seem too sympathetic.
(woman) She didn't? What's the problem?
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(man) Well, it's that I'm on the baseball team, and the away games are all on the 
weekend. I mean, usually when we're traveling to another school for a weekend 
game, we leave around noon on Friday.

(woman) And?
(man) The thing is that the discussion section for my economics class meets on Friday 

at 1:15. I've missed three of the last four Fridays, and part of my total grade is 
going to be based on participation.

(woman) Did you explain to your professor why you've been missing class?
(man) Yeah, but she was not happy about it at all.
(woman) I suppose if they're grading participation in the discussion you kind of have to 

be there, right? Listen, have you thought about switching to a different section 
of the class? I think there's another discussion section on Tuesdays in the early 
evening.

(man) Hmm ... I hadn't thought about that... I guess I could check, but then I'd have 
to ask to leave the Tuesday baseball practice a little early.

(woman) Or you could drop the class and take it over next semester.
(man) Well, then I wouldn't get credit for the class. And I'd be behind schedule to 

graduate on time.
(woman) Why not just take more classes next semester? You don't have to pay by the 

class, and the economics class won't be as much work because you'll already 
have done part of it this semester.

(man) Yeah, I suppose next semester I won't be playing baseball, so I'll have a lot more 
time to study for an extra class.

Now look at the notes for the listening passage. Notice that the notes include only the prob
lem and the solutions given for the problems. In addition, the notes indicate which speaker, 
the man or the woman, gave the information. This style of taking notes creates an outline of 
the major points, which can be used to form a plan for the response to Speaking Question 
5. A space is left for giving your own opinion about which of the two solutions you prefer.

NOTES (Example Question 5A):

P (problem): m—miss ecou, clss discuss sect Fri b/c 
bsebll gaw
grade = particip discuss sect, prof X happy

si (Solution 1): w—change discuss sect 2 Tues 
(m—leave bsebll pract early?)

S2 (Solution 2): w— drop clss, take next semes 
(m—x cred § behind grad sched) 
m— No bsebll next semes, > time, 
EZ, b/c repeatmaterial x pay class

OP (my opinion):

These notes include the problem described in the listening passage, which is that the man 
is missing the discussion section for his economics class on Fridays because of out-of-town 
baseball games he needs to go to, that the grade for that economics class is based on partici
pation in the discussion section, and that the professor is not happy about the man missing 
the discussions. The first solution proposed by the woman is to change to another section 
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of the class on Tuesday, and the man's reaction is noted in parentheses. The second solution 
from the woman is noted, again with the man's reaction in parentheses. Some reasons the 
speakers discuss for the second suggestion are noted under this suggestion: the man will 
not have baseball next semester and thus will have more time, the class will be easy because 
he will be repeating a lot of the material, and he does not pay for his studies by class. The 
last line, OP, will be filled in during the 20 seconds of planning time allowed for Speaking 
Question 5.

For this style of note-taking, you only have to write down the major points and note who is 
saying what, and your response is already organized for you.

Now look at and listen to another conversation and then, look at the notes which follow it.

122
Example Question 5 Listening Passage B ^>))
(narrator) Listen to a conversation between two students.
(man) Hey, Karen, are you taking organic chemistry next trimester? I was thinking we 

might study together again.
(woman) Actually, I'm going to wait until the spring trimester to take it. The class next 

trimester is accelerated, and it's supposed to be really hard. You're not taking 
that one are you?

(man) I was going to because Dr. Alvaro is teaching the psychology class I want to take 
in the spring, and it's at the same time as the chemistry class.

(woman) I don't know about you taking that kind of chemistry class next trimester. I 
mean, you'll have to do the same amount work as a regular class in a much 
shorter time, Brad and.. .uh, you're not doing that great in chemistry this 
trimester.

(man) Dr. Alvaro's class is supposed to be fantastic, and he only teaches it once a year.
(woman) You should wait until next year to take his class. You have to take chemistry this 

year, and if you take the accelerated chemistry class next trimester, you might 
not be able to handle it.

(man) Well, I guess I could join a study group for the class and get a tutor if I need to. 
If I start off right, I know I can do better than I did in chemistry this trimester. 
But, if I wait a year for Dr. Alvaro's class, I might not be able to work it into my 
schedule. Or he might leave, which he does sometimes.

(woman) I suppose, but I think you're taking a big chance that you'll fall behind and have 
to drop it.
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NOTES (Example Question 5B):

P: M — chew clss kixt triwstr

si: w—x clss b/c accel clss= hard, take Ln, sprli/vg 
trlwstr

P w/ Si (problew with solution. 1):
M—w.xt trlwstr b/c clss conflict m, spring = wants psych cLss @'$awte tiwe chew cLss 
(W— accel clss = 2 wu.ch 2 learn, in. shrt tiwe §
ntaiA, x. good @ chew.)

S2: W—take psych clss n-xt yr ,chew clss spring 
P w/ S2: M—psych prof good, lx/yr only 
M—study grp, tixtor4 chew, clss next triwstr, 
if spring class wiss psych class, but nxt yr psych 
clss waybe probs w/ sched or prof leave 
(w—big risk b/c fall behind/drop clss)

OP (wy opinion):

These notes summarize the key points that the man and woman each make, in the order 
they make them. The woman's reactions are noted in parentheses. In addition, the problems 
that the man has with each of the woman's suggested solutions are noted. The note-taker 
used abbreviations and symbols to record information, but did not try to write everything 
the speakers said. These notes contain more detail than might be needed for the response. 
For example, there may not be enough time to include everything the woman said, but some 
details can be omitted when the response is given. The positive aspect of this note-taking 
style is that, again, your response is already organized.

While you are practicing for the TOEFL iBT® test, try different styles of note-taking to see 
which works best for you.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the listening passage in 
integrated Speaking Question 5.

LISTEN FOR KEY 
POINTS

Focus on listening for the problem and the suggested solutions on how to 
solve the problem. Listen for reasons the speakers give for each solution 
they suggest.

TAKE NOTES ON 
KEY IDEAS

Use the style of note-taking that is most helpful for you. Use abbreviations 
and symbols to write down the problem, the suggestions made or the 
solutions offered, and important reasons for or against the suggested 
solutions.
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SPEAKING EXERCISE 1 3: Listen to each of the conversations and take notes on the problem 
discussed, solutions offered, and reactions of the speakers to the solutions.

123
1- Listen to a conversation between two students. ^»)
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Speaking Skill 14: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 5

After you have listened to the conversation, a question will appear on your screen and a 
narrator will read the question. You will then have 20 seconds to prepare a response. A clock 
labeled "Preparation Time" will appear on the screen and count down the 20 seconds. At the 
end of the 20 seconds, a narrator will tell you to begin speaking.

The question will ask you to describe one speaker's problem and then choose one of the 
solutions the speakers discussed that you think is better and explain why. Read the question 
carefully to see what you must include in your response, but it is not always necessary to 
describe both solutions that were discussed. However, you must give your personal opinion 
on how the speaker(s) should resolve the problem and reasons you have for holding this 
opinion. You can support your opinion with reasons the speakers give in the conversation, 
your own personal experience in similar situations, or both.

Look at this question about the man's problem with his economics class from Listening Pas
sage 5A in Skill 13.

Example Question 5A
The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Describe the problem. 
Then state which of the two solutions you prefer and explain why.

To answer this question, you have to include three things: a description of the problem, your 
opinion on which solution is better, and reasons that you think the solution you prefer is 
better.

To prepare a plan for your response, you should look at the notes you have taken on the 
listening passage and find the key information you need to answer the question. You will 
need to find details about the problem and the solution you prefer, to explain the problem 
clearly and support your choice. Then you should use the information you found in your 
notes to plan a response.

Look at the notes and the plan for a response to Example Question 5A.

NOTES (Example Question 5A):

P: M—wiiss ecow clss discuss sect Fri b/c bsebll gawie 
grade = particip discuss sect, prof X happy

Si: W—chawge discuss sect 2 Tues 
(m—leave bsebll pract early?)

S2: w—drop clss, take wext senses
(m—x cred .§ behiwd grad sched)
m—no bsebll wext serues, > tiwie, ez, b/c repeat ruaterial x 
pay class

OP: change sect, EZ (if caw Leave bsebll pract early) 
drop class = waste tiwie .§ Lose cred; u wever 
kwow future sched
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PLAN (Example Question 5A):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the key information about the problem, 
your opinion, and reasons that support your opinion:

1. Find the problem from the listening notes.
P: m—wlss ecow clss discuss sect Frl b/c bsebll gaw

grade = partlcip discuss sect, prof X happy

These two major details from the notes will help you form an introductory statement 
for the response, which states the problem.

2. Form your opinion based on one of the solutions given from the listening notes.
si: w—charvge discuss sect 2 Twes (one solution offered by the woman)
cbarcge sect, ez. (if can. leave bsebll pract early) (opinion chosen based on the woman's 
first solution)

Your opinion from the notes should be stated after the problem is defined.

3. Find the reasons in the notes to support your opinion and, if there is time to cover it 
in the response, find the solution not chosen and give reasons from the notes for not 
choosing that solution. Include your own reasons based on your personal experience 
from the notes:
m— no bsebll rvext sewes, > tiwe, ez, b/c repeat waterial x pay class (reasons for 
supporting the opinion)
S2: w—drop clss, (m—x cred § behiwd grad sched) (reason for not supporting the other 
solution)

n rvever tewow future sched (reason based on personal experience)

These notes will help you form the rest of your response to the question by support
ing your opinion (and giving reasons for not supporting the other solution offered).

Now look at the question about the man's problem with the chemistry class for Listening 
Passage 5B in Skill 13.

Example Question 5B

The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Explain the problem. 
Then state which of the solutions to the problem you think is better and why.

You can see that the question is very similar to Example Question 5A. It asks you to give the 
same information in the response: an explanation of the problem, which solution you prefer, 
and reasons you prefer it.

Look at the notes and the plan for a response to Example Question 5B.
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NOTES (Example Question 5B):

P: M — chem ciss wxt trimstr
Si: w— X ciss b/c accel ciss = hard, take lu. spring 
trimstr

P w/ Si (problem with solution. 1):
M—nxt trimstr b/c ciss aoi^fLlc-t in spring = 
wants psych ciss @ same time chem ciss)
(W—accel ciss = 2 much 2 learn in shrt time § maw X good @ chem.)

S2: W—take psych ciss nxt yr ,chem ciss spring
P w/ S2: M—psych prof good, lx/y r only
M—study grp, tutor 4 chem ciss next trimstr, if spring class miss psych 
class, but nxt yr psych ciss maybe probs w/ sched or prof leave 
(W— big risk b/c fall behind/drop ciss)

Op: M—take chem ciss next trimstr b/c study grp § 
tutor nxt yr 4 psych ciss X good b/c something change 
take hard ciss = test limits .§ handle hard ciss in future

PLAN (Example Question 5B):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the key information about the problem, 
your opinion, and reasons that support your opinion:

1. Find the problem from the listening notes.
P: M—chem ciss nxt trimstr // W— X ciss b/c accel ciss // M—nxt trimstr b/c ciss conflict 
in spring = wants psych ciss @ same time chem ciss

These two major details from the notes will help you form an introductory statement 
for the response, which states the problem.

2. Form your opinion based on one of the solutions given and find the reasons to sup
port it in the listening notes. If there is time to cover it in the response, find the 
solution not chosen and give reasons from the notes for not choosing that solution. 
Include your own reasons based on your personal experience from the notes:
m—take chem ciss next trimstr b/c study grp § tutor (opinion and first reason)
nxt yr 4 psych ciss x good b/c something change (other solution and reason for not 
choosing it)
take hard ciss = test limits § hndle hard ciss in future (two reasons based on personal 
experience)

This plan summarizes the problem using information from several parts of the conversation. 
Then, the response will give the speaker's opinion and three reasons to support the opinion. 
The speaker's opinion and the last two reasons based on personal experience have been 
added to the notes during the planning time. The plan indicates that the response should 
summarize the problem in less than half of the response time allowed and that the reasons 
for the opinion will use the majority of the remaining 60 seconds. Note that the response 
only briefly mentions the other solution. The plan can be adjusted during the response; for 
instance, if there isn't enough time, one or two of the reasons can be dropped.
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As the plans demonstrate, you can give reasons for your choice, or against the other choice. 
You can use the same reasons as the speakers do in the conversation, or you can use reasons 
that come from your personal experience. The most important thing to remember is that you 
must plan to allow enough time to give your opinion and reasons in order to fully answer 
the question and receive a top score.

Even if you do not have time to take detailed notes like those above, you should try to 
write down a few ideas to help you remember the information you need to include in your 
response. It is important that you write down a few words to remind you to give your opin
ion and to help you remember one or two reasons that support your opinion. Concentrate on 
planning a response that answers the question without giving unnecessary details.

If you speak fluently, you can include more details or reasons. However, you should concen
trate on the points that answer the question and avoid giving more details than are neces
sary. You do not need to describe all of the suggestions and reasons the speakers give—only 
who and what the question asks about.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 20 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for integrated Speaking Question 5.

KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read the question carefully to be sure that you understand what 
information you must include in your response.

FIND OR ADD THE 
INFORMATION

Find the information to answer the question in your notes, including the 
problem, whose problem it is (man or woman), the solutions offered, 
reasons for or against the solutions, and your opinion based on these 
reasons. Add any information that you feel is appropriate for your 
response, such as your own opinion and reasons.

PLAN THE 
RESPONSE

Plan the number of points you will discuss, the order in which you will 
discuss them, and how much time you will spend on each one. Adjust the 
number of reasons and details you will discuss based on how fast or slowly 
you can speak naturally and clearly.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 14: Look at the notes that you took for the listening passages in 
Speaking Exercise 13 (p. 289). Read the question. Then, using your notes, prepare a plan 
for your response. Decide which points you need to include to completely and accurately 
answer the question, the order in which you will speak about each point, and approximately 
how much time you will spend on each point. You have 20 seconds to plan a response. Time 
yourself to get used to answering the question in the response time allowed.

1. The students discuss two possible solutions to a problem. Describe the students' problem. 
Then state which of the two solutions you think is better and why.

2. The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Describe the man's 
problem. Then state which of the two solutions you prefer and why.

3. The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Describe the man's 
problem. Then state which of the two solutions you think is better and why.
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Speaking Skill 15: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 5

After the 20 seconds of planning time has finished, the narrator will tell you to begin speak
ing. You will have 60 seconds to record your response, and a clock on the screen will count 
down the time. At the end of 60 seconds, the clock will disappear, the computer will stop 
recording your response, and the narrator will tell you to stop speaking. As you record your 
response, you should think about the following strategies:

• Start with a topic statement that summarizes the problem and indicate whose 
problem it is (man or woman).

• State which solution you think is better and give the reasons for your opinion, 
following your plan.

• Give only the most relevant details from the listening passage.

• Use useful language to report the solutions and show connections between the 
solutions and the reasons for them.

• Speak clearly using the English pronunciation points you have practiced to make 
your response sound more natural.

Look at the plan for responding to Example Question 5A from Speaking Skill 14. Then, look 
at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.

Example Question 5A
The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Describe the the problem. 
Then state which of the two solutions you prefer and why.

PLAN (Example Question 5A):

Problem: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response.
m—miss econ clss discuss sect Frl b/c bsebll game

grade = particip discuss sect, prof X happy

Your Opinion: State your opinion based on one of the solutions after the problem is 
explained.
solution i: w—change discuss sect 2 Tues

change sect, EZ, (if can leave bsebll pract early)

Reasons to Support Your Opinion / Not Support Other Solution: Use this part of the 
plan to form the rest of your response to the question by supporting your opinion with 
specific reasons (and giving reasons for not supporting the other solution offered if you 
have enough time).
m—No bsebll next semes, > time, ez, b/c repeat material xpay class

(reasons for supporting the opinion)
Solution 2: W—drop clss, (M—X cred § behind grad sched)

(reason for not supporting the other solution)

U. never know future sched

(reason based on personal experience)
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126
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 5A): 4»)

The man’s problem is that he misses the discussion section for his 
economics class on Fridays because he plays baseball and has to go to 
games at other schools. His grade is based on participation, so he’s not 
doing well at all. The woman recommends trying to switch to the Tuesday 
discussion section for the class, and I think that’s a better idea. If he can 
leave his baseball practice early on Tuesday, that sounds easier than 
dropping a class and losing credit for it. Besides, it’s a waste of time to 
take the same class twice. If he’s not having problems in his other classes, 
he shouldn’t drop economics. Finally, you never know what your future 
schedule will be like. Like the man said, it might be hard for him to make 
up the credits later and graduate on time.

You should notice that this response summarizes the problem in the first two sentences. 
The response gives only enough details so that the problem is clear to the listener. Then the 
response states the solution that the speaker prefers. The rest of the response gives three rea
sons why the speaker thinks changing to another discussion section is a better idea. Notice 
that the reasons may be from the conversation (it might be hard to graduate on time) or from 
the speaker's personal experience (taking the same class twice is a waste of time). Useful 
language and transitions (highlighted) are used to connect ideas and report what the speak
ers say in the conversation.

Now look at the plan for Example Question 5B. Then, look at and listen to the sample 
response based on the plan.

Example Question 5B
The students discuss two possible solutions to the man's problem. Explain the problem. 
Then state which of the solutions to the problem you think is better and why.

PLAN (Example Question 5B):

Problem: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response.
M—chekvt ciss i/vxt trinistr // W—X ciss b/c accel ciss // M—uvxt trlutstr b/c ciss conflict lev 
spring = wants psych ciss @ same time chem ciss

Your Opinion and Reasons to Support Your Opinion / Not Support Other Solution:
State your opinion based on one of the solutions after the problem is explained. Use 
this part of the plan to form the rest of your response to the question by supporting 
your opinion with specific reasons (and giving reasons for not supporting the other 
solution offered if you have enough time).
M—take chem ciss next trimstr b/c steeply grp § tutor

(opinion and first reason)
nxt yr 4 psych ciss X good b/c something change

(other solution and reason for not choosing it)
take hard ciss = test limits g hndle hard ciss In future

(two reasons based on personal experience)
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SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 5B): ■!»)

The problem the man has is that he has to take chemistry this year, and 
the easier class in the spring conflicts with a psychology class he wants 
to take. The woman advises him not to take the chemistry class the next 
trimester because it’s accelerated and really difficult. If I were the man, I 
would take the harder class the next trimester. If he is serious about joining 
a study group and getting a tutor, he should be able to keep up and not 
fall behind in the accelerated class. And he’s right that if he waits a year 
to take the psychology class he wants, something else may come up. But 
most of all, if he takes a hard class, he can test his limits. He can find out if 
he’ll be able to handle really hard classes in the future.

This response begins by explaining the problem in two sentences. It follows the plan to 
summarize the problem dearly in a short amount of time. Then the response states which 
solution the speaker prefers. This plan leaves most of the response time for explaining the 
reasons for the opinion. Finally the response gives three reasons why the man should take 
the harder class, and one reason that the man should not choose the other solution of wait
ing a year. Two of the reasons are from the conversation, and the last two come from the 
speaker's personal experience. This response gives four reasons, but if the response time 
is running out, one or two reasons for the opinion would be enough. Useful language and 
transitions (highlighted) are used to summarize and report what the speakers say, and to 
connect ideas.

One problem students often have is not being able to give their opinion and reasons for the 
opinion before the response time rims out. In order to have enough time to say which solu
tion you prefer and why, you should combine key points into one or two sentences to briefly 
summarize the problem. This will also leave you enough time to give your opinion and fully 
describe the reasons for preferring one solution.

If you tend to speak slowly, then concentrate on explaining the problem in less than 20 sec
onds, explaining the solution you prefer in 20 seconds or less, and spending the rest of the 
time on one or two reasons to support your opinion. Plan your response with the minimum 
number of points that will still fully answer the question. On the other hand, if you can 
speak more fluently, instead of giving more details about the problem or other solutions, it 
may be better to try to think of a few reasons, based on your own experience, for preferring 
one solution. You can add examples to illustrate those reasons, spending a little more of the 
response time discussing your personal experience. You will probably earn a higher score 
for a response that quickly summarizes the problem and the best solution, and discusses the 
reasons that support your opinion than you will for a response that gives too many details 
from the conversation.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 60 seconds allowed to make 
your response for integrated Speaking Question 5.
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KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE

EXPLAIN THE 
PROBLEM

Start your response with one or two sentences that clearly, but briefly, 
explain the problem. Do not give more details than are necessary.

EXPLAIN THE 
SOLUTION YOU 
PREFER AND GIVE 
REASONS TO 
SUPPORT IT

Explain which solution you prefer, giving only enough details so that the 
listener understands the solution. Then explain why you would choose this 
solution, using reasons from the conversation, your personal experience, 
or both. If you have enough time, you can also explain why you do not 
prefer the other solution.

TIMING Watch the time as you are summarizing the problem and the solution you 
prefer. Leave enough time to give your opinion and reasons to support it.

USE USEFUL 
LANGUAGE TO 
REPORT AND 
CONNECT IDEAS

Practice using useful language to explain solutions and give reasons for 
your opinion before you take the test. When you give your response, use 
language structures and transitions you are comfortable with to make your 
response easier to understand.

The useful language and pronunciation tips below can help you make your response easier 
to understand. Practice this language and these tips in the weeks before you take the TOEFL 
iBT®test.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To report suggestions and advice (solutions):
Subject + recommends/suggests + that + subject + base verb
Subject + recommends/suggests + verb + -ing
Subject + advises/tells/encourages + object + (not) to + verb
He suggests that she take a quick nap between classes.
She recommends wearing a mask when he sleeps.
The man tells her not to wait to register for the class.

To give more reasons:
Besides/Also/What's more + positive statement + too OR negative statement + either. 
(But) Most of all/Most importantly,
Organizing notes saves time. Besides, it's a way to study.
He'll have more money, too. She won't waste time either.
But most of all, she'll learn a lot from the experience.

To agree/disagree with what someone says:
Subject + is right/wrong that (or right/wrong about + noun, but is right/wrong about) 
Subject + has/makes a good point that
It's true/not true that
He's right that tea is healthy, but he's wrong about cake.
She makes a good point that he isn't doing well in class.
It's not true that taking the bus is easier than driving.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: Linking words

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

English speakers link the endings 
of words to the beginnings of the 
following words. Ending consonants link 
with beginning vowels and beginning 
consonants, and this may change the 
sounds of the consonants.

The problem the man has is that he has 
to take chemistry this year.
The word has links with is and sounds 
like /haziz/. Take links with chemistry, 
and there is only one /k/ sound: 
/teikemistri/. This links with year and 
sounds like "sh" /s/: /thisier/

YOUR RESPONSE Listen for and imitate the way English speakers link words together. Practice this 
before you take the TOEFL iBT® test when you speak, read aloud, or repeat after 
listening. When you give your response, try to link words together in the way you 
have practiced. Do not pronounce each word separately. Linking words will make 
your response more fluid and natural sounding.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 15: Create responses for the integrated Speaking questions that 
you have been working on in Speaking Exercises 13-14 (pp. 289 and 293). You have 60 
seconds to give your response. Time yourself and repeat your response until you can get the 
necessary information into the 60-second response time.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 13-15): Listen to the conversation and take notes on
128 the problem, the solutions proposed, and the reasons or reactions of the speakers,

Now answer the following question. You have 20 seconds to plan your response and 60 
seconds to speak.

Question 5
The students discuss two possible solutions to the woman's problem. Explain the problem. 
Then state which of the solutions to the problem you think is better and why.
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SPEAKING QUESTION 6: ACADEMIC INTEGRATED 
LISTENING AND SPEAKING
In the second listening and speaking integrated question, Speaking Question 6, you will be 
asked to listen to an academic passage. In this passage a professor will introduce an aca
demic topic and then discuss examples, implications, reasons, or some other aspects of the 
topic. Normally the professor will discuss two major points related to the topic and explain 
each of these points more fully. You will then be asked a question about the passage that will 
ask you to summarize the main ideas of the topic using points from the lecture. The time for 
the preparation and for giving the response is the same as for Speaking Question 5.

Speaking 
Question

Usual Expectations 
For A Response

Listening 
Time

Preparation 
Time

Response 
Time

Question 6: 
Academic 
Setting— 
Summary

Summarize the 
main points of a 
short lecture on an 
academic subject, 
using supporting 
details or examples 
from the lecture to 
illustrate the main 
points.

60-90 seconds 20 seconds 60 seconds

Speaking Skill 16: NOTE THE MAIN POINTS AS YOU LISTEN FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 6

In Speaking Question 6, a professor will give a lecture on an academic topic and usually 
make two major points about the topic of the lecture using specific details to explain the 
points. For example, the professor may introduce a theory, and then give two examples of 
how the theory is applied in real life. The professor may also describe a historical event or a 
scientific phenomenon, process, concept, or method and give two major reasons to explain 
how or why it happened or developed. The professor may describe evidence for, or subcat
egories, of the topic. The information generally comes from introductory university courses, 
and you do not need to have previous knowledge of the topic to understand the lecture. All 
the information you need to answer the question will be contained in the listening passage. 
The passage is usually 60 to 90 seconds long.

As you listen to the lecture, you should take notes on the topic, the major points the profes
sor makes, and a few details that will help you explain the points when you make your 
response. Listen for pauses and expressions like, "The next point I'd like to make . . ." ; 
"Let's move on to ..." or "So now, let's discuss ..." that signal that the professor is going to 
discuss new point.

Now listen to and look at a lecture for integrated Speaking Example Question 6A and then, 
look at the notes for the lecture below.

SPEAKING
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Example Question 6 Listening Passage A ^»)

(narrator) Listen to part of a lecture in a Western civilization class.
(professor) The Persian Empire of the fifth and sixth century BCE was the first that brought the 

Greek world into direct contact with an empire that included Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
and extended even as far as India. For the first time, with part of the Greek lands 
under Persian control, ideas and trade goods could spread more freely from the 
lands of the Near East to the Greek city-states. And these city-states would become 
very influential in the formation of Western culture. Now, how the Persians 
managed to increase the speed at which goods and ideas moved can be traced to 
several policies that facilitated communication and trade throughout their empire.

So, as far as trade goes, the Persians were one of the first cultures to use stamped 
coins as money. They also partially put into place standard weights and measures, 
so people could use the same type of money and units of measurement in many 
different areas of the Persian Empire. Having these standard units helped make 
trade a lot easier. It makes sense, right? Because this standardization made it 
possible for merchants to understand what the different quantities and prices were 
in each of the different places where they were trading. And the Persians also built 
roads. Although they were originally built to help move military troops quickly, the 
roads also made travel and trade easier throughout the empire.

And, related to my second point, the roads also made communication easier. You 
see, news could travel much faster along the roads, and so, the Persian king had 
a constant stream of messengers bringing information to and from the capital and 
the outer edges of the empire. Communication was also facilitated by the eventual 
dominance of one language as the primary language of the empire. The diverse 
people within the empire spoke their own languages, of course, but many also knew 
and used the primary language. With the same language spoken and understood 
across such a large territory, it made the spread of ideas much faster.
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NOTES (Example Question 6A):

topic.: how Persian empire move goods § ideas fast, Persian empire T inflix Greece -» devel west civ

Main ideas:

trade t

Supporting PetaiLs:

—stamped coins 4 44

—standrd weighty meas = ++ ez 4 merchants b/c understand dif quant § 
price evrywhr go

—roads = travL § trade ++ ez, 4 merchants

communication T — roads = news travL fast § king's messenger syst 2 § fr capitL § edge emp

— 1 main lang = T spread ideas b/c many spoke same lang

These notes include the topic of the lecture and some information about the topic (the Per
sian Empire influenced Greece, which, in turn, led to the formation of Western civilization). 
Next, the notes are divided into two main ideas related to the topic, on the left, and sup
porting details for the two main ideas on the right. The supporting details for trade (how 
the Persian Empire moved goods) are coins, standardized weights and measures, and roads, all 
of which made it easier for merchants to trade goods more quickly. The supporting details for 
communication are roads and one main language. The student did not try to write down notes 
for everything but only included enough details to help remember and plan the response.

Now listen to and look at another lecture and then look at the notes for the lecture below.

131
Example Question 6 Listening Passage B 4>» 

(narrator) Listen to part of a lecture in a psychology class.
(professor) While we're on the subject of depression, I'd like to discuss a condition called 

Seasonal Affective Disorder, or S-A-D ... um ... that spells "sad," and as you'll 
see, it's a very appropriate term for the condition. It generally occurs in the fall and 
winter, but then it tends to disappear when spring comes. It can be relatively mild, 
or severe enough that the sufferer becomes dangerously depressed. The cause seems 
to be a lack of light during the late fall and winter months. The evidence for this 
is that SAD occurs during the darker months of the year, and it is more common 
at higher latitudes like Alaska or Norway—it's almost unknown in sunny tropical 
climates. And, the final piece of evidence is the effectiveness of phototherapy as a 
treatment, which I'll get to in a moment.

SPEAKING
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So, OK, it's believed that light suppresses—uh, holds down the production of a 
specific chemical in our bodies. On the other hand, this naturally occurring chemical 
increases during the times of year when there is less light, which is what triggers 
the symptoms of depression in SAD. We don't know the exact mechanism, but 
some treatments can often greatly reduce the symptoms. One treatment, called 
phototherapy, is to use a special kind of a light box in your home ... now, the light 
in this box is 10 to 20 times brighter than a regular lamp ... and you keep the light 
turned on and pointed at you while sitting in front of it for a specific period of 
time. For most people, there are no side effects, but you may have to spend up to 
2 hours a day in the light. Some studies indicate that certain medications can be 
just as effective as light therapy, but of course the side effects of some of these are 
often serious. And so you can see that we have established a cause for this type of 
depression and some rather effective ways to treat it. However, we are not so clear 
on the exact mechanisms that result in individual variations in the symptoms and in 
the responses to the treatments.

NOTES (Example Question 6B):

topic-: sad, kind of depression 
—Appear fall, T winter, disappear spring

Main ideas: Supporting Details:

cause — 1 light, late fall § winter
—evid: Tlatitude = Tsad ppi

— flight -> J-spec body chem
— 4light -*Tspec chem -» depress (x know why)

treatments — phototherapy: light box in home, sit frt 4 spec time
— meds (T side efx)

These notes include the topic of the lecture and a brief definition of it. Some details about 
SAD are included below the topic. Next, the notes are divided into two main ideas on the 
left side of the notes: the cause and the treatments. Supporting details are included about 
the cause on the right side of the notes. The symbols and abbreviations mean that more (T) 
light causes a specific chemical in the body to decrease (1) while lower (I) light in winter 
causes the chemical to increase (T), which causes SAD and its symptoms of depression. The 
evidence is included that in higher latitudes (further north) there are more people (ppi) with 
SAD. Two treatments are noted with details: phototherapy and medications.

One of the best ways to prepare for listening to lectures on the TOEFL iBT® test is to practice 
well before you take the test. There are many websites online that have lectures on numer
ous academic topics. Try listening to a few lectures on subjects you find interesting or useful, 
and take notes on the main ideas and supporting details in the lectures. You will improve 
your listening comprehension and your academic vocabulary, and you may learn new infor
mation about specific topics that could help you more easily understand the topics on the 
TOEFL iBT® test.

The following chart outlines the key information for dealing with the listening passage in 
integrated Speaking Question 6.
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KEY INFORMATION FOR NOTING THE MAIN POINTS IN THE LISTENING PASSAGE

LISTEN FOR THE 
TOPIC, MAIN 
IDEAS, AND 
SUPPORTING 
DETAILS

Listen for the topic of the lecture and the two or three main ideas related 
to the topic, such as the examples, reasons, or categories that the 
professor discusses. Listen for supporting details that explain or illustrate 
the main ideas.

TAKE NOTES 
ON THE TOPIC, 
MAIN IDEAS, AND 
SUPPORTING 
DETAILS

Using symbols and abbreviations, note the topic and main ideas the 
professor discusses. Write down a few words about supporting details 
that will help you remember them so you can plan your response. Use a 
style of note-taking that allows you to distinguish between main ideas and 
important supporting details such as dividing your notes into a left-hand 
column for main ideas and a right-hand column for supporting details.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 16: Listen to each of the following lectures, and note the topic, the 
main ideas, and supporting details.

132Listen to the lecture and take notes in the space provided for you below. ^»)

TOPIC:

Main Ideas Supporting Details

SPEAKING
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133
2. Listen to the lecture and take notes in the space provided for you below. ^»)

134

TOPIC:

Main Ideas Supporting Details

3. Listen to the lecture and take notes in the space provided for you below.

TOPIC:

Main Ideas Supporting Details
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Speaking Skill 17: USE YOUR NOTES TO PLAN THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 6

After you have listened to the lecture, you will see and hear a question about it. You will 
then have 20 seconds to prepare a response to the question. A clock will appear on the screen 
and count down the 20 seconds of preparation time.

The question for each listening passage will be different, but it will always ask you to use 
points from the lecture to summarize the main ideas that the professor discusses. You should 
read the question carefully to determine exactly what information you must include in your 
response. You should respond to the question using only the information provided in the 
lecture. If you have previous knowledge about the topic of the lecture, you should not use 
that knowledge in your response.

To prepare a plan for your response, look at the notes you have taken on the lecture and 
focus on the main points and the specific details that support the main points. Once you 
have decided which points to discuss, put them in the order you want to discuss them.

Look at the question below for Example Question 6 Listening Passage A, about the Persian 
Empire in Skill 16.

Example Question 6A
Using points and examples from the lecture, explain how the Persian Empire made the rapid 
movement of goods and ideas possible throughout their empire.

Note that the question is asking about the two main ideas from the lecture, trade (goods) and 
communication (ideas), and is asking you to use details from the lecture that support the 
main ideas.

Look at the notes and the plan for a response to Example Question 6A.

NOTES (Example Question 6A):

topic-: how Persian Empire move goods § ideas fast
Persian Empire T Inflw preece -» dev west civ

Main ideas: Swpportlwg details:
trade! —stamped colws 4 44

—standrd weight § meas = + + EZ, 4 merchants b/c wnderstnd dlf 
gwant § price evrywre go

—roads = travl§ trade ++ EZ. 4 merchants

communication! —roads = news travl fast § king's messengr syst 2 § fr capital § edge emp

—one main la ng wage = 1“ spread Ideas b/c many spoke same langwage

SPEAKING
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PLAN (Example Question 6A):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the topic, the main ideas, and the details 
that support the main ideas:

1. Find the topic from the listening notes:
how Persiaw Entire move goods § ideas -fast

The topic from the notes will help you form an introductory statement for the 
response, which explains very briefly what the lecture is about.

2. Find the first main idea and the two supporting details for this main idea:
trade!

—stamped colws 4 stawdrd weight § meas

= + + EZ. 4 merchants b/c ix.uvderstwd dif guawt § price everywhere go

The first main idea and the supporting details for it will form the first part of your 
response.

3. Find the second main idea and the two supporting details for this main idea:
communication,!

—roads = news travi fast § king's messewgr syst 2 § fr capital § edge emp

—one main Language = ! spread ideas b/c many spoke same Language

The second main idea and the supporting details for it will form the second part of 
your response.

The plan starts with the topic of the lecture first. Then the plan includes the first main idea 
(trade) and the supporting details that explain it. The plan indicates that two related details 
will be discussed as one point. The reason (= . . . b/c) that the details support the main idea 
is included. The plan also includes the second main idea (communication) and the support
ing details for it. The reasons (= . . . b/c) that the details support the main idea is included. 
This plan for the response includes all of the information that the question asks for in an 
organized way. On the other hand, some details, such as that Persia influenced Greece, the 
country that led to the beginning of Western civilization (Persian Empire ! influ Greece -» west 
civ) are not included in the plan because they are not relevant to the question. With six points 
to discuss, the speaker will have about 10 seconds to make each point during the 60 seconds 
of response time.

Now look at the notes and the plan for a response to Example Question 6B, about SAD from 
Skill 16.

Example Question 6B
Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the cause of Seasonal Affective Disorder 
(SAD) and the treatments for it.

Note that the question is asking you to explain the (one) cause and (the more than one) treat
ments of Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).These are the two main points from the lecture.
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NOTES (Example Question 6B):

topic.: SAD, klwd of cl epress i-ow
—Appear fall, T winter, disappear spriwg

Mairv. ideas: Sizpportirvg Details:

cause — 4 light, late fall § winter
— evid: Tlatitu.de = Tsad ppi
— flight -* Tspec chem -» depress (x know why)

treatments — phototherapy: light box in home, sit frt 4 spec time
— meds (f side efx)

PLAN (Example Question 6B):

In order to plan the response using your notes, find the topic, the main ideas, and the details 
that support the main ideas:

1. Find the topic from the listening notes:
SAD, kind of depression

— Appear fall, T winter disappear spring

The topic from the notes will help you form an introductory statement for the 
response, which explains very briefly what the lecture is about and provides a short 
definition.

2. Find the first main idea and the supporting details for this main idea:
cause

— I light, late fall § winter

— J-light -» Tspec chem -» depress (X know why)

The first main idea and the supporting details for it will form the first part of your 
response.

3. Find the second main idea and the two supporting details for this main idea:
treatments

— phototherapy: light box in home, sit frt 4 spec time

— meds (T side efx)

The second main idea and the supporting details for it will form the second part of 
your response.

SPEAKING

The plan starts with the topic and a short definition of it. Then the plan includes the first 
main idea, the cause, and some supporting details that the professor mentions about the 
cause. Note that not all of the detailed information about the cause is included in the plan 
because it is not needed to answer the question for the response. The plan also includes 
the second main idea of two treatments for SAD, and then provides supporting details for 
each one. According to this plan, about half the response time of 30 seconds will be used for 
defining SAD and explaining the cause, and the other half, the remaining 30 seconds, will be 
spent on describing the two treatments for SAD.
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Organize your notes in a way that will help you to include all of the information necessary 
to fully answer the question, but avoid repeating ideas or including unnecessary details. 
You can express several main ideas and supporting details in one or two sentences by using 
transitions and adjective clauses and phrases to effectively connect them.

The following chart outlines the key information for using the 20 seconds allowed to plan 
your response for the integrated Speaking Question 6.

UNDERSTAND THE 
QUESTION

Read the question carefully to be sure that you understand what information 
you must include. Expect that the question will ask you to explain the main 
ideas of the listening passage using points from the lecture.

FIND THE 
INFORMATION

Find the information to answer the question in your notes. Decide which 
supporting details you must include in your response to clearly explain the 
main ideas.

PLAN THE 
RESPONSE

Plan the number of points you will discuss, the order in which you will 
discuss them, and how much time you will spend on each one. Adjust the 
number of details you will discuss based on how fast or slowly you can 
speak naturally and clearly.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 17: Look at the notes that you prepared for the listening passages 
in Speaking Exercise 16 (pp. 303-304). Read the question. Then prepare a plan for your 
response. You have 20 seconds to plan a response.

1. Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the advantages and disadvantages 
of the two approaches for controlling pollution.

2. Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the characteristics of creative 
problem solving.

3. Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the "Lapita Only" theory of Polynesian 
migration and how the evidence the professor describes both supports and contradicts it. 
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Speaking Skill 18: USE YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE FOR 
SPEAKING QUESTION 6

After the 20 seconds of planning time has finished, the narrator will tell you to begin speak
ing. You will have 60 seconds to record your response, and a clock on the screen will count 
down the time. At the end of 60 seconds, the clock will disappear, the computer will stop 
recording your response, and the narrator will tell you to stop speaking. As you record your 
response, you should think about the following strategies:

• Start with an introductory statement that states the topic and provides any nec
essary definition of it.

• Explain the two or three main ideas, following your plan.

• Give only the most relevant supporting details from the lecture that help make 
the main ideas clear.

• Use useful language and transitions to show connections between the topic, 
main ideas, and supporting details.

• Speak clearly using the English pronunciation points you have practiced to make 
your response sound more natural.

Look at the plan for responding to Example Question 6A from Speaking Skill 17. Then, look 
at and listen to a sample response based on the plan.

Example Question 6A
Using points and examples from the lecture, explain how the Persian Empire made the rapid 
movement of goods and ideas possible throughout their empire.

PLAN (Example Question 6A):

TOPIC: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response, 
which explains very briefly what the lecture is about.
how Persian Empire move goods § ideas -fast

FIRST MAIN IDEA: Use the first main idea and the two supporting details for this 
main idea to form the next part of your response.
trade!

—stamped coins 4 44 —stawdrd weight § meas

= + + ez, 4 merchants b/c understnd dif guant g price every where go

SECOND MAIN IDEA: Use the second main idea and the two supporting details for 
this main idea to form the next part of your response.
communication!

—roads = news travl fast § king's messengr syst 2 § fr capital § edge emp

—one main language = T spread ideas b/c many spoke same language

SPEAKING
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135
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 6A): ^>))

The lecture explains how the Persian Empire moved goods and ideas 
throughout the empire very quickly. The professor first points out that the 
empire had standardized coins and weights and measures. This made 
it easy for merchants to understand the different prices and amounts 
of goods in many different places, which led to an increased speed in 
trade. The professor also mentions that roads helped improve trade. She 
says that roads made travel and trade faster. As for movement of ideas, 
the roads also made communication faster and easier. According to the 
lecture, the king of the Persian Empire had a message system between the 
capital and the edges of the empire, which also improved communication. 
Finally, the professor indicates that many people spoke a common 
language, which also helped to speed up the spread of ideas.

The response begins by summarizing the topic of the lecture and responding directly to the 
information in the question. Each main idea is described accurately in the speaker's own 
words, and a few supporting details are used to make it clear how these details support the 
main ideas. Useful language and transitions (highlighted) are used to show the relationships 
between the main ideas, and causes and results or to indicate new points, and to report what 
the professor said.

Now look at the plan for Example Question 6B from Speaking Skill 17. Then, look at and 
listen to the sample response based on the plan.

Example Question 6B
Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the cause of Seasonal Affective Disorder 
(SAD) and the treatments for it.

PLAN (Example Question 6B):

TOPIC: Use this part of the plan to form an introductory statement for the response, 
which explains very briefly what the lecture is about and provides a short definition.

.SAt>, teind of depression

— Appear fall, T winter, disappear spring

FIRST MAIN IDEA: Use the first main idea and the two supporting details for this 
main idea to form the next part of your response.

cause

— J- light, late fall § winter

— I light -» Tspec chem -» depress (X know why)

SECOND MAIN IDEA: Use the second main idea and the two supporting details for 
this main idea to form the next part of your response.
treatments

—phototherapy: light box in home, sit frt 4 spec time

—meds (T side efx)
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136
SAMPLE RESPONSE (Example Question 6B): ■(»)

The lecture is about SAD, which is a kind of depression that appears in 
the fall, gets worse in the winter, and then goes away in the spring. The 
professor describes the cause and two treatments for this depression. 
First, the professor says that SAD comes from the lower amount of 
sunlight in winter. He explains that less light leads to more of a certain 
chemical in our bodies, which then results in depression for the people 
who suffer from SAD. After that he discusses two effective treatments. The 
first is phototherapy, where the patient puts a light box in his or her house 
and then turns it on and sits in front of it for a while every day. The other 
treatment described is medications, but the professor points out that these 
can have bad side effects.

The response begins by summarizing the topic of the lecture and giving a brief definition 
of it. Then, the two main ideas are summarized, which directly address the question. Next, 
the response discusses the cause of SAD, including only enough detail so that the raters 
can clearly understand it. After that, the two treatments are described, again with only a 
few brief details. The response uses useful language and transitions (highlighted) to connect 
information, to report what the professor says, and to clearly indicate the causes and effects 
of SAD.

To get a high score on this question, you must clearly convey the information from the lec
ture in an understandable, organized way. Following a plan for your response and making 
sure you accurately cover the topic and two or three main ideas will help you do well on the 
organization element of the scoring. Practicing useful language and using English daily to 
listen, read, and speak will help you on the grammar and vocabulary elements of the scoring.

To do well on the fluency element of the scoring, you should practice speaking English as 
much as possible every day. Become comfortable with paraphrasing and summarizing aca
demic ideas and the topics of casual conversations in as few words as possible. Develop 
your academic and everyday vocabulary, comprehension, and verbal fluency. Practice using 
useful language and transitions, and English pronunciation before you take the TOEFL iBT® 
test so that you are comfortable with them on the day of the test.

The chart on the following page outlines the key information for using the 60 seconds 
allowed to make your response for integrated Speaking Question 6. SPEAKING
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KEY POINTS FOR USING YOUR PLAN TO MAKE THE RESPONSE

STATE THE TOPIC Start your response with a brief explanation of the lecture topic and a 
short definition of it if necessary. Make sure that you are responding 
directly to the information in the question.

RELATE THE MAIN 
IDEAS TO THE 
QUESTION

Using your plan, explain how the main ideas from the lecture answer the 
question you are asked. You should discuss two or three main points.

INCLUDE 
RELEVANT 
SUPPORTING 
DETAILS

Include only the relevant supporting details about each main idea to make 
your explanation clear. Do not try to include all of the details from the 
lecture.

USE USEFUL 
LANGUAGE AND 
TRANSITIONS 
TO REPORT AND 
CONNECT IDEAS

Before you plan to take the TOEFL iBT® test, practice using the useful 
language in the chart below. When you give your response, use this 
language to report and connect the topic, the main ideas, and the 
supporting details and to clarify the relationship among these points in the 
response.

USEFUL LANGUAGE AND TRANSITIONAL PHRASES

To report main ideas, supporting details, and other key points: 
proves/demonstrates/shows/supports the idea + that + subject + verb 
points out/indicates/says/mentions/explains + that + subject + verb 
gives an example(s)/points out/mentio ns/discusses + noun 
This proves that low light results in increased melatonin.
The professor indicates that they used coins and mentions that they. . . 
He gives an example and points out the reasons ...

To give more information about a subject*: 
person, who/that + verb or thing, that/which + verb statement, which + verb 
statement or noun, verb + -ing/past participle
Polynesians who sailed east left pottery that was later found by archaeologists. 
They connect to the Internet, which makes them more useful.
Polynesians, sailing east left pottery later found by archaeologists.

To give causes and effects/results: 
leads to/causes/results in or ends up + verb + -ing 
is caused by/results from/comes from/stems from 
Setting pollution limits ends up preventing further reductions.
Similar words result from having a common ancestral language. 
The tax is too high. And that means companies go out of business.

These structures are called relative or adjective clauses and reduced adjective clauses. There 
are various rules for using them, but learning to use them correctly will allow you to put 
much more information into shorter statements.
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MAKING YOUR RESPONSE EASIER TO UNDERSTAND: Weakening common structure words

HOW ENGLISH 
PRONUNCIATION 
FUNCTIONS

Many very short words are not 
fully pronounced and are instead 
"weakened." That means they are 
pronounced with a lower pitch, with a 
short vowel (often /a/), and may lose 
consonant sounds. This is common with 
prepositions (to, for), pronouns (him, 
her, them), conjunctions (and, but), and 
auxiliary verbs (have).

This made it easy for merchants to 
understand prices and amounts of 
goods...
All of the highlighted words are 
weakened—pronounced with a lower 
pitch and shortened.
it /at/
for /far/
to/ta/
and /an/
of /av/ or even /a/

YOUR RESPONSE Listen for and imitate the way English speakers weaken small structure words. 
Practice this before you take the TOEFL iBT® test when you speak, read aloud, or 
repeat after listening. When you give your response, pronounce these little words 
at a lower pitch and shorten them more than the important content words. The 
raters will find it easier to hear the important words and understand your response 
better overall if you do this rather than pronouncing small words too strongly.

SPEAKING EXERCISE 18: Create responses for the integrated speaking questions that 
you have been working on in Speaking Exercises 16 and 17 (pp. 303-304 and p. 308). You 
have 60 seconds to give your response. Follow the plan you have made from your notes. 
Time yourself and repeat your response until you can get the necessary information into the 
60-second response time.

SPEAKING REVIEW EXERCISE (SKILLS 16-18): Listen to the lecture and take notes on the 137topic, the main ideas, and the supporting details.

Now answer the following question. You have 20 seconds to plan your response and 60 
seconds to speak.

Question 6

Using points and examples from the lecture, describe the primary and secondary amino acid 
structure of proteins.

SPEAKING
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SPEAKING POST-TEST

S_DIR B
■<))

TOEFL IBT TEST

PAUSE SECTION
TEST EXIT

Speaking

Section Directions

In this section of the test, you will be able to demonstrate your ability to speak 
about a variety of topics. You will answer six questions by speaking into the 
microphone. Answer each of the questions as completely as possible.

In some questions, you will speak about familiar topics. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to speak clearly and coherently about the topics.

In other questions, you will first read a short text. Then, the text will go away and 
you will listen to a talk on the same topic. You will then be asked a question about 
what you have read and heard. You will need to combine appropriate information 
from the text and the talk to provide a complete answer. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to speak clearly and coherently and on your ability to 
accurately convey information.

In the final questions, you will listen to part of a conversation or lecture. You 
will then be asked a question about what you have heard. Your response will be 
scored on your ability to accurately convey information and speak clearly and 
coherently.

You may take notes while you read and while you listen to the conversations and 
lectures. You may use your notes to help prepare your response.

Listen carefully to the directions for each question. The directions will not be 
written on the screen.

For each question you will be given a short time to prepare your response. A clock 
will show how much preparation time is remaining. When the preparation time is 
up, you will be told to begin your response. A clock will show how much response 
time is remaining. A message will appear on the screen when the response time 
has ended.
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Questions 1-6

Question 1

Read the question. You have 15 seconds to write down brief notes for a response on a 
separate piece of paper. You then have 45 seconds to respond to the question.

Imagine that you are trying to choose a neighborhood in which to live. What do you think is 
the most important characteristic that the neighborhood you are choosing should have and 
why do you think so? Use examples and details in your response.

Question 2

Read the question. You have 15 seconds to write down brief notes for a response on a 
separate piece of paper. You then have 45 seconds to respond to the question.

The Internet has made it possible for people to choose the news they watch or read instead 
of being limited to reading the same news stories in printed newspapers or listening to the 
same television news reports. Some people believe that this is having a positive effect on 
society, while others believe the effect is negative. Which opinion do you support, and why? 
Use examples and details to support your choice.

Question 3

Read the notice. On a separate piece of paper, take brief notes on the main points of the 
notice. You have 45 seconds to read the notice.

Notice from University Food Services 
University Food Services is notifying students that the King Cafeteria will 
be closed from May 1 st through the summer for much needed repairs and 
modernization. The cafeteria will open again for the fall semester with an 
expanded menu and will be operating much more efficiently according to the 
university’s goal of reducing waste. Students with meal cards who usually 
use the King Cafeteria will be able to use their meal cards at the other three 
student cafeterias. Until the end of the semester, students may also use their 
cards at the four additional cafes on campus.
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Now listen to two students as they discuss the notice. ^>»
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Now answer the following question. You have 30 seconds to plan a response and 60 
seconds to deliver the response.

The man expresses his opinion of the notice. State his opinion and the reasons he gives for 
holding that opinion.

Question 4

Read the passage. On a separate piece of paper, take brief notes on the main points of 
the reading passage. You have 45 seconds to read the passage.

Social Learning Environments
It is important for an effective teacher to recognize that various types of 
social environments can be established in the classroom based upon the 
goals that are to be met. Three of the major types of social environments 
that can be established are a cooperative environment, a competitive 
environment, and an individualistic environment. In a cooperative classroom 
environment, the students work together to complete questions. In a 
competitive social environment, students try to complete questions or come 
up with better answers more quickly than other students. In an individualistic 
environment, students work by themselves to complete work. In American 
school systems, students are expected to be able to operate, depending on 
specific purposes, in all three types of social learning environments.

Now listen to part of a lecture on the same topic in an education class.

Now answer the following question. You have 30 seconds to plan a response and 60 
seconds to deliver the response

Explain how the two examples given by the professor illustrate ways of establishing social 
learning environments.
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Question 5

Listen to a conversation between two students. 143

Now answer the following question. You have 20 seconds to plan a response, and 60 
seconds to deliver the response.

The students discuss two possible solutions to the woman's problem. Briefly summarize the 
problem. Then state which of the two solutions you think is better and why.

Question 6

Listen to part of a lecture in an astronomy class.
145

Now answer the following question. You have 20 seconds to plan a response, and 60 
seconds to deliver your response,

Using points and examples from the lecture, explain the conditions that could make life pos
sible on planets and moons outside the habitable zone.
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Turn to pages 599-609 to assess the skills used in the test, score the test using the 
Speaking Scoring Criteria, and record your results.
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